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COLLECTION
Campus Input Critical in Determining the Future 





In the next three weeks, “campus dialogues” will 
be held in which members of the University 
community are urged to meet with representatives 
of the Chancellor’s Task Force on 
Telecommunications and Information Technology. 
The topic is the future of telecommunications and 
information technology in the University of Maine 
System and on campuses like UMaine. The input 
received from members of the University commu­
nity has the potential to shape the role of telecom­
munications and information technology in 
support of teaching, learning, research and public 
service for UMS institutions. The Task Force 
recommendations could change the face of telecom­
munications and information technology statewide.
The possible far-reaching implications of this 
new chapter in UMS information technology and 
telecommunications history could be as dramatic 
as any this campus has seen since the bond issues 
of the 1980s that brought PC computing and 
telecommunications capabilities to UMaine and 
catapulted the University into the age of tech­
nology.
“The new Chancellor is looking for directions in 
which to strengthen the institution, and that 
includes eliminating duplication and focusing 
resources for greater strength,” according to Elaine 
Albright, dean of Cultural Affairs and Libraries, 
and one of three UMaine members of the Task 
Force. “What is needed is input on what is and is 
not working. That input will be used when the 
tough decisions are made. The end result will 
impact all campuses. The issues include how infor­
mation technology ought to be handled and 
disseminated, and whether responsibilities should 
HARTGEN EXHIBIT AT THE PORTLAND CENTRE INITIATES 50TH ANNIVERSARY 
OBSERVANCE OF THE UMAINE MUSEUM OF ART AND DEPARTMENT OF ART
Edge of the Sea (1995), Ink on Rag Board, is one of 35 works by 
renowned artist Vincent Hartgen on display at the University of Maine 
Portland Centre as part of the 50th anniversary observance of the 
University of Maine Museum of Art and Department of Art.
be decentralized in departments or centralized 
administratively in the system or on the campuses. 
Who should define what the responsibilities and 
priorities will be?”
This is a process that has the potential to impact 
how we use technology to work,” says Jim Patton, a 
UMaine Task Force representative and associate 
professor of electrical and computer engineering. 
“It will affect how we teach, perform research, and 
provide public service. It will affect how we are 
rewarded, and how we interact with the rest of the 
System. In many ways, it will redefine relation­
ships between campuses, but it must be done in a 
win-win context or it won’t work. One of the many 
things we have to gain by being involved in this 
process is the demonstration to the Legislature and 
people of Maine that we can use technology to 
make a difference in the economic development 
and well-being of this state. In doing that, we must 
use resources in an efficient manner that also 
preserves our academic and pedagogic values.”
The Task Force, which is directed by University 
of Southern Maine President Richard Pattenaude, 
continued on page 16
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As a service to the University community, 
costs of producing Maine Perspective are 
underwritten by University Printing Services.
An exhibit of 35 paintings and ink 
drawings of Maine by art legend Vincent 
Hartgen begins the 50th anniversary 
observance of two of the state’s most valu­
able visual arts institutions that he 
founded - the University of Maine 
Museum of Art and the Department of 
Art.
Vincent Hartgen: Paintings and 
Drawings, containing new works and 
those created in the past decade, opens 
Monday, Oct. 28 at the University of 
Maine Portland Centre. A public recep­
tion is scheduled there for 5-7 p.m., 
Wednesday, Oct. 30. The exhibit will be 
on display through Jan. 17.
The Hartgen exhibit opens what will be 
a 50th anniversary observance lasting 
into the academic year. It will be followed 









Clarice Yentsch Judy Guay Patricia Riley
Campus, Community to 
Gather for 11th Annual 
Maryann Hartman Awards
Community activist Judy Guay of Orono, state and 
national advocate for the elderly Patricia Riley of 
Brunswick, and marine researcher and educator 
Clarice Yentsch with the Bigelow Laboratory in West 
Boothbay, are the three women being honored in the 
11th Annual Maryann Hartman Awards Ceremony.
This year’s Maryann Hartman Awards will be 
presented Wednesday, Nov. 6 at Wells Conference Center.
The ceremony begins at 5 p.m., and will be followed by a recep­
tion featuring music performed by student artists Natalie Bolton 
on cello and Alison Moore on piano.
Another highlight of this year’s ceremony will be an original 
musical performance by 1995 Maryann Hartman Award recipient 
Kay Gardner. Last year, the 10th anniversary observance of the 
awards program included music performed by Lillian Labbe, also 
a Hartman Award winner.
This year marks the first time the awards ceremony will be 
held in Wells Conference Center. The move is an effort to accom­
modate the growing number of people from throughout the 
University community and state who attend the ceremony.
The selection of this year’s award recipients continues to reflect 
a concerted effort on the part of the Maryann Hartman Awards 
continued on page 17
New Director Named for 
UMaine Cooperative Extension
Lavon Bartel brings nationally recognized leadership and 
experience in diet and nutrition issues to her position as the new 
director of the University of Maine Cooperative Extension 
system. Earlier this month, Bartel assumed the reins of the 
statewide system which assists Maine citizens on issues ranging 
from natural resource management and food safety to starting 
new businesses.
“Lavon is very insightful about regional issues. She knows how 
to inspire people and works hard to share her enthusiasm and 
continued on page 17
More Travel-Study Courses Than Ever Being Offered by UMaine
In keeping with the University’s emphasis on furthering inter­
national education, the Division of Lifelong Learning is offering 
more travel-study courses than ever before to such destinations 
as Brazil, Ireland, the West Indies, Mexico, Scotland, Spain and 
Portugal, and western France during Winter Session, Spring 
Break, May Term and Summer Session.
In the coming academic year and Summer Session, 15 courses 
are being offered involving travel to another country and course­
work study during stays ranging from eight to 21 days. All but 
two of the travel-study courses are new offerings this year. Since 
the 1960s, Professor of Botany and Quaternary Studies Ron 
Davis has been offering courses to study tropical areas 
throughout the world. The Scotland School and Study Tour, led 
by Professor Emerita of Child Development and Education 
Shirley Oliver and Sue Webber, special assistant professor of 
institutional management, has been offered regularly throughout 
the past two decades.
“Such travel-study courses provide students with first-hand 
experience in their disciplines and an opportunity to be 
immersed in the culture,” says Jim Toner, UMaine associate
A REMINDER
The Maine Perspective publication schedule is: 








Members of the University community with news and 
information for inclusion in Maine Perspective are advised to 
make submissions as early as possible prior to the desired 
publication date.
director of continuing education. “Such experiences abroad while 
at UMaine open horizons for students and promote the 
University internationally.”
The travel-study courses offered this year average 15-20 
students - traditional and nontraditional, undergraduate and 
graduate, majors and non-majors in the discipline, and even 
those enrolled at other colleges and universities. Almost all 
involve the campus coursework and pre-trip preparations, inde­
pendent study, journal-keeping, and participation in fieldtrips 
and lectures. Beyond tuition, primary “course-fee” expenses for 
enrolled students involve round-trip airfare, food, lodging and 
ground transportation in-country. This year, the expenses beyond 
tuition are expected to be $1,700 or less per student taking a 
travel-study course. continued on page 15
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OCT. 21 - NOV. 4
All events are free and open to the 
public unless otherwise specified.
Any speaker not otherwise identified 
is a member of the University of 
Maine faculty, staff or student body. 
Send notices of upcoming campus 
events to: Maine Perspective 
Calendar, Public Affairs.
Calendar of events listings MUST be 
typewritten and should be sent AT 
LEAST TWO WEEKS in advance.
Deadline for each issue: 9 a.m. 
Friday. For more information, call 
X3745.
21 Monday
“Birds, Bullfrogs, Bats, Butterflies 
and Bush Crickets: Biodiversity 
Bellwethers,” by Sam Droege, 
National Biological Service, Laurel, 
Md., part of the Wildlife Ecology 
Seminar Series, noon, Oct. 21, 
204 Nutting Hall.
“Religious Approaches to Human
Rights," a panel discussion with repre­
sentatives of Jewish, Catholic, evangel­
ical Christian, Unitarian-Universalist 
and Islamic traditions, part of Peace 
Week, 12:15 p.m., Oct. 21, Bangor 
Lounge, Union. x2609.
Do-It-Yourself Database Searching
Workshop, focusing on science and 
engineering databases, 1-2:30 p.m., 
Oct. 21, Fogler Library Classroom. 
Free/preregistration required. xl678 
or mwhite@ursus3.ursus.maine.edu 
“Parallel Computing: The Software 
Problem,” by author Ernst Leiss, 
Department of Computer Science, 
University of Houston and director of 
the Research Computation Laboratory, 
offered by the student chapter of the 
Association for Computing Machinery, 
4:10 p.m., Oct. 21,100 Corbett 
Business Building.
“Domestic Violence as a Global 
Human Rights Issue,” by Robin Levi, 
Women’s Rights Project of Human 
Rights Watch, and Sheila Dawer, the 
Women's Project for Amnesty 
International USA, part of Peace Week, 
7 p.m., Oct. 21, 100 Neville Hall. 
X2609.
22 Tuesday
MS.Excel, Intro, an Instructional 
Technology Mac Workshop, 9-11 a.m., 
Oct. 22, 111 Corbett Business 
Building. Registration/fee. X1638.
“NMR Study of Pollutant Behaviors in 
Soil Systems,” by Gary Maciel, 
Colorado State, a Department of
Chemistry Seminar, 11 a.m., Oct. 22, 
316 Aubert Hall. X1196.
When Abortion Was Illegal: Untold
Stories, a video followed by discussion 
led by representatives of Bangor 
Communities United for Reproductive 
Safety, offered by the Women’s 
Resource Center, noon, Oct. 22, 
101 Neville Hall. X1508.
Women of the World International
Luncheon featuring food and recipes 
from Chile, China, Brazil, Ukraine, 
Korea, Japan and Poland, offered by 
the Office of International Programs, 
noon, Oct. 22, Church of Universal 
Fellowship. Admission fee. x2905.
“Rights and Wrongs in America,” a 
video and discussion about human 
rights led by Adonis Ferreira, part of 
Peace Week, 12:15 p.m., Oct. 22, 
Union. x2609.
“A Broad Look at Human Rights 
Issues,” a discussion led by Robin 
Levi, Women’s Rights Project of 
Human Rights Watch, part of Peace 
Week, 2 p.m., Oct. 22, Bangor Lounge, 
Union. x2609.
Poetry Reading by Steven Riel, author 
of How to Dream, part of the Franco- 
American Poetry Series, 4 p.m., 




Demonstration, including the new 
Nikon Eclipse E800 infinity micro­
scope, 10 a.m.-3 p.m., Oct. 23,176 
Hitchner Hall.
Conference for Working Women: 
Establishing Your Work/Life 
Agenda, a noncredit community 
program offered by the Division of 
Lifelong Learning, featuring a 
presentation by Mary Cathcart, 
chair of the U.S. Commission on 
Child and Family Welfare; the 
American Management 
Association’s 5th Satellite 
Conference for Working Women, 
with panelists led by CNN anchor 
Mary Alice Williams; and a UMaine 
reaction panel discussion, 11 a.m.- 
4 p.m., Oct. 23, Wells Conference 
Center and Aubert Hall.
“Global Poetry of Peace,” featuring 
readings by Kathryn Gaianguest in 
celebration of Peace Week, part of the 
Poetry Free Zone series, noon, 
Oct. 23, Honors Center. x2072.
“How Democratic Is the Federal 
Government?” by Steven Cohn, part of 
the Sociology Luncheon Series, noon, 
Oct. 23, FFA Room, Union. x2380.
“Domestic Violence and the Media,” 
with Patricia Dooley, Marie Tessier, 
Bangor Daily News Reporter Renee 
Ordway and Francine Stark, Spruce 
Run community response coordinator, 
part of the Women in the Curriculum 
Lunch Series, 12:15 p.m., Oct. 23, 
Bangor Lounge, Union. X1228.
Faculty Senate Meeting, 3:15 p.m., 
Oct. 23, Lown Rooms, Union. X1167.
“U.S.-U.N. Relations in a Post-Cold 
War World,” by Dan Cheever, board 
chair, Boston area chapter of the 
United Nations Association, part of 
Peace Week, 7 p.m., Oct. 23, 
100 Corbett Business Building. x2609.
Concert by Pianist George Winston, 
7 p.m., Oct. 23, Hutchins Concert 
Hall, Maine Center for the Arts. 
Admission fee. X1755.
24 Thursday
Health Sciences Resources on the
Internet, a Fogler Library Internet work­
shop, 8:30-10:30 a.m., Oct. 24, Fogler 
Computer Classroom. Preregistration. 
X1678 or http://libinfo.ume.maine. 
edu/Classes/fall1996. html
Open Student Meeting of the Task 
Force on Telecommunications and 
Information Technology, noon- 
1:30 p.m., Oct. 24, Lown Rooms, 
Union.
“Promoting Peace, Justice and 
Human Rights: The Need to Redefine 
the Self-Other Relation,” by Doug 
Allen, part of Peace Week and the 
Socialist and Marxist Studies series, 
12:15 p.m., Oct. 24, Bangor Lounge, 
Union. x2609.
“U.N. Peacekeeping,” a workshop led 
by Victoria Holt, director of the Council 
for a Livable World’s Project on 
Peacekeeping and the U.N., 2 p.m., 
Oct. 24, Bangor Lounge, Union. 
x2609.
Women’s Soccer: UMaine vs. Towson 
State University, 3 p.m., Oct. 24.
UMaine-UVote Presentation by Orono 
and Old Town Candidates for State 
House of Representatives, 3 p.m., 
Oct. 24, Sutton Lounge, Union. x4104. 
Do-It-Yourself Database Searching 
Workshop for humanities and social 
sciences faculty, staff and students, 3- 
4:30 p.m., Oct. 24, Fogler Library.
Registration required. x3611 or 
christin@maine
“Writing College Papers,” a Study 
Skills Program by Robert Whelan, 
offered by the Center for Students and 
Community Life, 3:15 p.m., Oct. 24, 
Totman Lounge, Union.
“Preventive Diplomacy,” a workshop 
led by Paul Nuti, World Federalist 
Association, part of Peace Week, 
3:15 p.m., Oct. 24, Bangor Lounge, 
Union. x2609.
“Large Igneous Provinces on the 
Terrestrial Planets: A Perspective 
from Oceanic Plateaus and Volcanic 
Passive Margins,” by Mike Coffin, 
University of Texas at Austin, 
Distinguished Lecturer for the Joint 
Oceanographic Institutions/U.S. 
Advisory Committee, part of the 
Department of Geological Sciences 
Seminar Series, 5 p.m., Oct. 24, 
310 Boardman Hall. X2165.
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“Careers with the U.N. and Non­
governmental Organizations,” a 
brown bag supper and discussion 
with Victoria Holt, Paul Nuti and 
Bruce Stedman, retired assistant 
secretary-general of the U.N., part of 
Peace Week, 5-6:15 p.m., Oct. 24, 
Sutton Lounge, Union. x2609.
“U.N. and Peace,” a panel discus­
sion with Victoria Holt, Paul Nuti and 
Bruce Stedman, moderated by Jour­
nalist Jim Brown, part of Peace 
Week, 7 p.m., Oct. 24, 100 Corbett 
Business Building. x2609.
Thursday Night at the Bear’s Den 
with Skinny Mulligan, offered by the 
Union Board, 9 p.m., Oct. 24, Union. 
X1734.
25 Friday
MS.Excel, Intro, an Instructional 
Technology Windows Workshop, 
10 a.m.-noon, Oct. 25, 111 Corbett 




Navigating the Internet, a Fogler Library Internet work­
shop, 3-5 p.m., Oct. 21; 10 a.m.-noon, Nov. 21, Fogler 
Computer Classroom. Preregistration. X1678 or 
http://libinfo.ume.maine.edu/Classes/falll996.html
Advanced Internet Searching, a Fogler Library
Internet workshop, 10 a.m.-noon, Nov. 1; 10 a.m.- 
noon, Nov. 11; 3-5 p.m., Dec. 3, Fogler Computer 
Classroom. Preregistration. X1678 or 
http://libinfo.ume.maine.edu/Classes/falll996.html
Intermediate HTML, a Fogler Library Internet work­
shop, 9:30-11:30 a.m., Oct. 30; 9:30-11:30 a.m., 
Nov. 13, Fogler Computer Ciassroom. Preregistration. 
X1678 or http://libinfo.ume.maine.edu/Classes/ 
falll996.html
Entertainment
Bangor Symphony Orchestra Performance of works 
by Adams, Schubert and Brahms, 8 p.m., Nov. 2;
3 p.m., Nov. 3, Hutchins Concert Hall, Maine Center 
for the Arts. Admission fee. 942-5555. Free pre­
concert lecture by David Klocko one hour before 
performance, Bodwell Area.
The Cornfields of New York and On Baile’s Strand, 
directed by Norman Wilkinson, part of the Maine 
Masque Series, 8 p.m., Oct. 24-26; 2 p.m., Oct. 27, 
Cyrus Pavilion. Admission fee. X1773.
Exhibits/Demonstrations/Iburs
Vincent Hartgen: Paintings and Drawings, a Museum 
of Art exhibit celebrating the 50th anniversary of the 
Museum and Department of Art, Oct. 28-Jan. 17, 
University of Maine Portland Centre. x3255.
Majo Keleshian: The Edge of the Stream, a University 
of Maine Museum of Art exhibit, through Nov. 9, 
Carnegie Gallery, Carnegie Hall. X3255.
Wendy Seligman Lewis: Blue Hill Retrospective, a
University of Maine Museum of Art exhibit, through 
Nov. 9,1938 Gallery, Carnegie Hall. x3255.
Stories on Birchbark: Student Art from Indian Island
School, a Hudson Museum exhibit, opening Nov. 12, 
Maine Center for the Arts. X1901.
Pencil Work: Drawings from the Museum Collection, 
a University of Maine Museum of Art exhibit, through 
Nov. 17, Hole in the Wall Gallery, Union. x3255.
Economic Justice: The Humor 
Connection, a performance by The 
People’s Theater, part of Peace 
Week, 12:15 p.m., Oct. 25, Lown 
Room, Union. x2609.
Performance by the Patti Wicks 
Trio, part of the TGIF Jazz series, 
offered by the Union Board, 
12:15 p.m., Oct. 25, Bangor Lounge, 
Union. X1734.
“Measurement of Gas Production to 
Determine Forage Digestion in 
vitro," by Yanbing Wang, an Animal,
50th Anniversary Gala: Art Museum/Art 
Department, a University of Maine Museum of Art 
exhibit, Nov. 18-Jan. 12, Carnegie Hall. x3255.
Oaxaca... Dias de tos Muertos, Dias de los Vivos, 
photography by Cy Lehrer, a Hudson Museum exhibit, 
through Nov. 3. X1901.
Holocaust: The Presence of the Past, a University of 
Maine Museum of Art exhibit, through Dec. 1, 
Graphics Gallery, Union. x3255.
Resistance & Rescue, a University of Maine Museum 
of Art exhibit, through Dec. 8, Hauck Auditorium 
Gallery. x3255.
Celebration! Performance Artifacts from Southeast
Asia, a Hudson Museum exhibit, through April 27, 
Maine Center for the Arts. X1901.
Maine Forest and Logging Museum - Leonard’s
Mills, open daily 9 a.m.-4 p.m., guided tours available, 
Bradley. x2871.
University of Maine Museum of Art open Monday- 
Saturday, 9:30 a.m.-4 p.m. x3255.
Page Farm and Home Museum open Tuesday- 
Saturday, 9 a.m.-4 p.m. x4100.
Hudson Museum open Tuesday-Friday, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.; 
Saturday-Sunday, 11 a.m.-4 p.m. X1901.
Meetings of Groups/Organizations
Foreign Language Tables: Monday - French; Tuesday - 
Russian; Wednesday - German; Thursday - Spanish, all 
noon-1 p.m., 207 Little Hall. x2073.
Maine Peace Action Committee, 4 p.m., every 
Wednesday, Virtue Room, Maples. x3860.
Nontraditional/Commuter Student Coffee Hour, 
offered by the Center for Students and Community 
Life, 3:15 p.m., every Thursday, Nutter Lounge, Union. 
X1820.
Prisoners of Gender, a discussion group focused the 
subject of gender, 3 p.m., every Friday, Old Town 
Room, Union. 827-8118.
International Coffee Hour, 4 p.m., every Friday, 
Peabody Lounge, Union. x2905.
Miscellaneous
Peace Week Book Fair, 10 a.m.-3 p.m., Oct 21-22, 
Union Lobby. x2609.
Veterinary and Aquatic Sciences 
Graduate Seminar, 1:10 p.m., 
Oct. 25, 124 Hitchner Hall. x2737.
“Ecology Under the Microscope: 
Epithallial Cells and the Biology of 
Coralline Red Algae,” by Curt 
Pueschel, Department of Biological 
Sciences, SUNY-Binghamton, part of 
the Plant Biology and Pathology 
Seminar Series, 1:30 p.m., 
Oct. 25,101C Deering Hall. x2971.
Men’s Soccer: UMaine vs. 
University of Delaware, 2 p.m., 
Oct. 25. xBEAR.
“Back to the Future: The Historical 
Ecology and Management of a 
Large Coastal River," by Greg 
Garman, director for the Center of 
Environmental Studies, Virginia 
Commonwealth University, offered by 
the Department of Zoology and 
Department of Wildlife, 3:10 p.m., 
Oct. 25, 300 Murray Hall. X2541.
Iczelion and BA0H, part of the 
Animation Film Series, 6:30 p.m., 
Oct. 25,100 Corbett Business 
Building. X1734.
Movie: Dragonheart, offered by the 
Union Board, 6:30 p.m., and 
9:15 p.m., Oct. 25, Hauck 
Auditorium. Admission fee. X1734.
Men’s Ice Hockey: UMaine vs. 
Colgate, 7 p.m., Oct. 25, Alfond 
Sports Arena. Admission fee. xBEAR.
Dance with Music Performed by 
Mama Tongue, a New York-based 
multicultural percussion group, part 









Vincent Hartgen: Paintings and
Drawings, a University of Maine 
Museum of Art exhibit, part of the 
50th anniversary observance of the 
Museum and Department of Art, 
Oct. 28-Jan. 17. Reception 5-7 p.m., 
Oct. 30.
Greater Portland Chamber of 
Commerce After Hours, 5-7 p.m., 
Nov. 14.
Cumberland County Alumni Chapter 
Reception and Symphony Gala, 5- 
7 p.m., Dec. 14.
Women’s Basketball: UMaine vs.
Rhode Island, Dec. 22, Cumberland 
County Civic Center.
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26 Saturday
Women’s Soccer: UMaine vs. 
University of Delaware, noon, 
Oct. 26. xBEAR.
Movie: The Hunchback of Notre 
Dame, offered by the Union board, 
noon and 2:45 p.m., Oct. 26, Hauck 
Auditorium. Admission fee. X1734.
17th Annual College of Engineering 
Recognition Banquet, 6 p.m. social 
hour; 7 p.m. dinner, Oct. 26, Wells 
Conference Center. Tickets. x2216.
27 Sunday
Men’s Soccer: UMaine vs. Towson
State University, 1 p.m., Oct. 27. 
xBEAR.
Performance by the Millennium
Trio, part of the Maine Center for the 
Arts performance season, 3 p.m., 
Oct. 27, Hutchins Concert Hall.
Admission fee. X1755. Free pre­
concert lecture by David Klocko one 
hour before performance, Bodwell 
Area.
28 Monday
Do-It-Yourself Database Searching 
Workshop, focusing on science and 
engineering databases, 9- 
10:15 a.m., Oct. 28, Science and 
Engineering Center Office, Fogler 
Library. Free/preregistration 
required. X1679 or ncurtis@maine 
“Herbivore Food Selection: 
Influence of Plant Toxins vs. 
Detoxification Costs,” by Walter 
Jakubas, Maine Department of 
Inland Fish and Wildlife, part of the 
Wildlife Ecology Seminar Series, 
noon, Oct. 28, 204 Nutting Hall. 
x2906.
From Danger to Dignity: The Fight 
for Safe Abortion, a video followed 
by discussion led by representatives 
of Bangor Communities United for 
Reproductive Safety, offered by the 
Women’s Resource Center, 
6:30 p.m., Oct. 28,100 Corbett 
Business Building. X1508.
29 Tuesday
MS.Excel, Intermediate, an 
Instructional Technology Mac 
Workshop, 9-11 a.m., Oct. 29, 
111 Corbett Business Building. 
Registration/fee. xl638.
Flu Clinic, delivered by Bangor 
Health Department nurses, offered 
by the Center for Students and 
Community Life, 10 a.m.-3 p.m., 
Oct. 29, Lown Room, Union. No 
appointment necessary/$5. x4194.
“Density Functional and Molecular 
Dynamics Simulation of Water,” by
Dongqing Wei, University of 
Montreal, a Department of 
Chemistry Seminar, 11 a.m., 
Oct. 29, 316 Aubert Hall. X1196.
Coffeehouse with Jim Infantino, 
offered by the Union Board, 8 p.m., 
Oct. 29, Peabody Lounge, Union.
30 Wednesday
“Samhain: The Turning of the Celtic 
Year,” a bilingual reading by Kay 
Retzloff celebrating Celtic heritage, 
part of the Poetry Free Zone series, 
noon, Oct. 30, Honors Center.
“Clinton, Dole and Crime Policy: A 
Reality Check,” by Steven Barkan, 
part of the Sociology Luncheon 
Series, noon, Oct. 30, FFA Room, 
Union. x2380.
“Trojan Whores: Prostitution and 
the AIDS Epidemic,” by Wendy 
Chapkis, assistant professor of 
women’s studies and sociology, 
University of Southern Maine, part of 
the Women in the Curriculum Lunch 
Series, 12:15 p.m., Oct. 30, Bangor 
Lounge, Union. X1228.
Reception for the Museum of Art 
exhibit: Vincent Hartgen: Paintings 
and Drawings, part of the 50th 
anniversary celebration of the 
Museum and Department of Art, 
5-7 p.m., Oct. 30, University of 
Maine Portland Centre. x325.
31 Thursday
Annual Department of Public Affairs 
and Printing Services Open House, 
10:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m., Oct. 31.
“Agricultural Sustainability: 
Environmental and Economic
Considerations,” by Matt Liebman, 
part of the Socialist and Marxist 
Studies series, 12:30 p.m., Oct. 31, 
Bangor Lounge, Union. x3860.
“Note Taking,” a Study Skills 
Program by Gerald Ellis, offered by 
the Center for Students and 
Community Life, 3:15 p.m., Oct. 31, 
Totman Lounge, Union.
1 Friday
MS.Excel, Intermediate, an 
Instructional Technology Windows 
Workshop, 10 a.m.-noon, Nov. 1, 
111 Corbett Business Building. 
Registration/fee. xl638.
Networking Women, a meeting open 
to all UMaine women employees, 
offered by the Women’s Resource 
Center, 11:30 a.m.-l p.m., Nov. 1, 
Honors Center. xl508.
Performance by the Rick Bishop 
Jazz Quartet, part of the TGIF Jazz 
series, offered by the Union Board, 
12:15 p.m., Nov. 1, Damn Yankee, 
Union. X1734.
“Sea Urchin Diseases and How 
Urchins Defend Themselves,” by 
Caroline Garrido, an Animal, 
Veterinary and Aquatic Sciences 
Graduate Seminar, 1:10 p.m., 
Nov. 1, 124 Hitchner Hall. x2737.
“Double-stranded RNA Elements in 
Rhizoctonia solani: Following the 
How,” by Stellos Tavantzis, part of 
the Plant Biology and Pathology 
Seminar Series, 1:30 p.m., Nov. 1, 
101C Deering Hall. x2971.
“Environmental Contaminants in 
Maine Bald Eagles,” by Linda 
Welch, wildlife biologist, U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service, Orono, offered 
by the Department of Zoology and 
the Migratory Fish Research 
Institute, 3:10 p.m., Nov. 1, 300 
Murray Hall.
Men’s Ice Hockey: UMaine vs. 
University of Alabama-Huntsville, 
7 p.m., Nov. 1, Alfond Sports Arena. 
Admission fee. xBEAR.
2 Saturday
1st Annual Appalachian Trail Thru- 
Hiking Seminar, led by Bev Hugo, 
Appalachian Thru Hiker “Maine 
Rose," offered by Maine Bound, 
Maine Campus and the Outing Club, 
9 a.m.-3 p.m., Nov. 2, Woolley 
Room, DTAV. Registration/fee. 
X4577.
Look }Nho’s
R. Bruce Stedman, who joined the United Nations staff in its 
earliest days and worked for the organization more than 30 
years, is among a half-dozen speakers on campus Oct. 21-25 for 
Peace Week ‘96. Stedman served on three peacekeeping missions 
in the Middle East and was deputy executive director of the U.N. 
Environment Program, based in Nairobi, before retiring to 
Maine. He will participate in a panel discussion on the U.N. and 
peace Thursday, Oct. 24. Other presenters visiting campus 
during Peace Week are: Daniel Cheever, professor emeritus of 
political science at Boston University and a former State 
Department staff member; Sheila Dauer, country actions 
director for Amnesty International U.S.A.; Robin Levi, a lawyer 
for the Women’s Rights Project of Human Rights Watch; Victoria 
Holt, director of the Council for a Livable World’s Project on 
Peacekeeping and the United Nations; and Paul Nuti, issues 
director for the World Federalist Association.
“Dias de los Muertos,” part of the
Hudson Museum Just for Kids 
series, 10 a.m., Nov. 2, Maine 
Center for the Arts. Preregistration/ 
admission fee. X1901.
Field Hockey: UMaine vs. 
Northeastern University, 1 p.m., 
Nov. 2. xBEAR.
Men’s Ice Hockey: UMaine vs. 
University of Alabama-Huntsville,
7 p.m., Nov. 2, Alfond Sports Arena. 
Admission fee. xBEAR.
4 Monday
Open Student Meeting of the Task 
Force on Telecommunications and 
Information Technology, 11:30 a.m - 
1 p.m., Nov. 4, Bangor Lounge, 
Union.
“Past History and Current Status of 
Groundfish,” by Stephen Clarke, 
National Marine Fisheries Service, 
Woods Hole, part of the Wildlife 
Ecology Seminar Series, noon, 
Nov. 4, 204 Nutting Hall. x2906.
Open Faculty and Staff Meeting of 
the Task Force on Telecommunica­
tions and Information Technology, 
3-4:30 p.m., Nov. 4, Lynch Room, 
Fogler Library.
“Books as Art” will be the 
subject of a discussion/demon- 
stration by book artists Jan 
Owen, Nancy Leavitt, Walter 
Tisdale and Michael Alpert, 
offered by the University 
Bookstore, 7-9 p.m., Nov. 7, 





Jim Herlan was pushing a patient in a wheelchair at 
Eastern Maine Medical Center one day when a couple of 
colleagues saw him and later asked him why he was there. 
They were surprised to learn that Herlan was seeing patients, 
people whom he didn’t know, in his role as a patient relations 
volunteer at the hospital. It is a commitment that has become 
part of his life for the past eight years.
“Colleagues have asked why I’m doing this and it’s hard to 
explain,” says Herlan, a lecturer in French and Canadian 
studies, and a member of the University community for the 
past 30 years. “Some days it’s difficult, but I always come away 
feeling I got more than I gave. There’s always satisfaction even 
on the most tiring day. Different human contacts are of value. 
Dealing with people in difficult situations has made me more 
sensitive to people and their problems. It helps keep life in 
perspective.
“A hospital can be a scary place. I used to be more scared of a 
hospital until I came to know that, while there are many sick 
people, most of them go home. It’s impressive what an institu­
tion like this and the people in it can do.”
Herlan first came to know the difference such volunteers can 
make in patients’ lives when he had a three-week hospital stay 
in 1983. “What I remember about my recovery was it was 
important to have that contact,” he says. “It meant not lying 
there all alone.”
Five years later, Herlan had a summer free of teaching 
responsibilities and an interest in learning more about being an 
EMMC volunteer. The office of volunteer services coordinated 
his training and Herlan began by providing patient assistance 
services in the hospital lobby four hours a week for the first two 
summers.
He is now one of a handful of other members of the 
University community who have become volunteers at Eastern 
Maine Medical Center.
In 1990, Herlan began volunteering in patient relations, 
squeezing in a couple hours a week throughout the academic 
year. Each time, Herlan receives a list of names and the room 
numbers of patients in various units of the hospital, except for 
those in maternity, pediatrics and intensive care. As a patient 
relations volunteer, he then makes his rounds.
“Every day is different, and there’s a certain excitement 
when you’re handed the list of names and room numbers,” 
Herlan says. “Then you’re off to encounter these people who are 
all different and in different situations.”
Patient relations is patient advocacy - an opportunity for 
patients to confidentially say what they’re worrying about, says 
Herlan. “A lot of people need help when they go home, so while 
they’re still in the hospital, I put them in touch with the 
resources they need - social workers or home care providers, 
clergy, insurance and billing representatives. Patient relations 
means you also deal with complaints, but there are so few. You 
can go two or three weeks seeing patients and hear no 
complaints, even about the food.
“It also has more to do with offering human contact and 
putting a human face on a big institution like EMMC, which is 
a regional facility for people from the coast to the county. People 
come from all over, including little towns where their small 
hospital couldn’t handle their cases. Some patients have said it 
was nice to talk to someone because they’d always heard 
EMMC was such a big place.”
The role of Herlan and others in patient relations involves 
such services as offering general assistance, being a good 
listener and serving as liaison between the hospital staff and 
the patients and their families. The volunteers are people who 
have an interest in helping others through what can be chal­
lenging times during a hospital visit or stay. In particular, 
volunteers have the sensitivity and service skills to make a 
difference in the lives of EMMC patients and visitors.
“As a volunteer, you have to be comfortable with people. You 
can’t be affected by people who look sick, and you have to be 
able to judge when patients are too sick to talk,” says Herlan. 
‘You also have to have a certain calm about you because people 
in crisis can get worked up. You can’t weep or get mad with 
them, but you become involved in a caring way.”
Such involvement and caring have impacted other members 
of the Herlan family over the years. One daughter, Jennifer, 
worked in patient assistance and later as a student volunteer 
in the neonatal intensive care unit at EMMC before her experi­
ences led her to the University of Rochester where she is now 
in her senior year of nursing. This summer, another daughter, 
Rebecca, a ninth grader, volunteered in patient assistance and 
pediatrics. Herlan’s third daughter, Julie, is in pre-veterinary 
medicine.
Herlan says he will retire after this academic year, but he 
has no plans to stop volunteering. “It provides such great 
lessons from which to learn,” he says. “We are often conditioned 
to not put efforts into something for which there is no pay. But 
volunteering like this provides a real feeling of satisfaction that 
goes beyond the money. It is discovering yourself and other 
people - a learning experience you don’t have to measure by 
money.
“Volunteering has become such a part of my routine,” he 
says. “I miss it when I have conflicting appointments and can’t 
go. You get to know a lot of people, including the hospital staff 
with whom you work. It is a warm caring atmosphere and that 
alone is rewarding.”
Jim Herlan Photo by Kathryn Rice
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Cultural Voices Amplified in first
Public readings by three Franco-American poets highlight a 
topics course in the Franco-American Studies Program this 
semester.
This Franco-American Poetry Series features readings in 
English by Steven Riel of Natick, Mass., author of How to Dream., 
Tuesday, Oct. 22 in Peabody Lounge; Susann Pelletier of 
Lewiston, who wrote Immigrant Dream and Other Poems, 
reading Tuesday, Nov. 5, Peabody Lounge; and Cheryl Savageau 
of Worcester, Mass., the Franco-American/Abenaki author of Dirt 
Road Home, reading Tuesday, Nov. 19, Honors Center. All read­
ings begin at 4 p.m., followed by discussion and booksignings.
The poetry readings are part of FAS 329 - Topics in Franco- 
American Studies, a course designation which allows a spectrum 
of offerings on Franco-American topics. The current offering, 
Franco-American Writing from 1946-96, features works by 
Franco-American playwrights, novelists, poets and short fiction 
writers, from Jack Kerouac to Annie Proulx.
A second course available through the emerging Franco- 
American Studies Program, Franco-Americans of the Northeast: 
An Introduction to an Ethnic community, will be offered in the 
spring. This edition of the course will be taught by Franco-
American playwright Gregory Chabot. Chabot’s latest work, Un 
Jacques Cartier Errant, featuring three original plays in a bilin­
gual edition with translation by the author, is the first publica­
tion in the Franco-American book series, a joint venture of the 
Franco-American Center and the University of Maine Press.
According to Jim Bishop, assistant director of the Franco- 
American Centre and instructor of the current topics course, 
there is a growing body of work by Franco-American authors.
A Celtic legend and a French farce transferred to a New York setting are 
two one-acts opening the Maine Masque’s 91st season Oct. 24-27 at 
the Cyrus Pavilion Theatre. On Baile's Strand by William Butler Yeats is a 
tale of the legendary Celtic hero Cuchulain and the son he didn't know 
he had - “a Greek tragedy in Irish dress,” says director Norman 
Wilkinson. In addition, the 20-minute farce, The Cornfields of New York, 
was adapted by Wilkinson from a short play by French comic playwright 
Georges Courteline called Les Boulingrin (These Cornfields). In 
Wilkinson's version, a visitor turns up at the New York home of two 
elderly women with a maid. And the “sponging guest” is given an 
evening he won't forget. Pictured here in a scene from The Cornfields is 
Misty Jordan as the maid and Collin Worster in the role of the unfortu­
nate guest. Public performances of both plays will be at 8 p.m. Oct. 24- 
26 and at 2 p.m. Oct. 27 at the Pavilion Theatre. For tickets, call 
581-1773. Photo by Kathryn Rice
Franco-American Poetry Series 
Poetry readings such as this are a means of making that work 
more visible and available. “Franco-Americans are producing 
literature, poetry and art in a variety of media,” he says. “The 
more people are exposed to these artists and their work, the more 
the culture is allowed a kind of collective self-portrait, and that 
picture in turn becomes part of the general social consciousness.”
In the same spirit of collective cultural exploration, an interna­
tional colloquium on the theme: ”“Cultural Identity in French 
America: Legacy, Evolution and the Challenges of Renewal,” held 
last May in Bar Harbor, brought together academic researchers 
as well as culturally active members of the Franco-American 
community. “Clearly, the impact of the colloquium illustrated the 
vitality of the French presence in Maine and in the northeast and 
the power of collective discovery in the cultural terrain,” says 
Bishop. “These events are all intended to foster that process.”
Creating awareness of the diversity and the cultural resources 
in the state among young people will be the focus of a summer 
workshop for public school teachers this summer, sponsored by 
the Franco-American Center. ▲
Combined Charitable Appeal 
Maintains Goal of $70,000
fOR UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
EMPLOYEES
Your help is greatly 
appreciated!
The 1996 Combined Charitable Appeal 
for University Employees (CCAUE) 
kicked off Oct. 7 with a volunteer recog­
nition luncheon at Wells Conference 
Center, hosted by President Fred 
Hutchinson.
This is the fourth year that the 
University community has set a $70,000 
goal for the CCAUE campaign, which 
also is in its fourth year on campus.
Through CCAUE, UMaine employees 
may give through payroll deduction to 
approximately 500 non-profit organiza­
tions funded through Maine’s local United Ways, Combined
Health Appeal of Maine, MaineShare, America’s Charities, 
Earth Share, and International Service Agencies. Over the next 
few weeks, department volunteers will distribute CCAUE 
contributor’s guides and pledge forms to every employee.
This year’s campaign is co-chaired by Kathie Moring (x3565) 
and Cindy McMann (x3846). Anyone interested in learning more 
about the campaign is encouraged to give them a call, or to 
contact their Team Leader fisted below.
1996 CCAUE Leaders
Academic Affairs Fran Griffin X1649
Alumni Association Judy Hanscom X1138
Arts & Humanities Catherine Mativier X3821
Business & Finance Margaret Rocheleau-Shina X1541
Business Administration Vicky King X1968
Cooperative Extension Phyllis Drum x3443
Cultural Affairs Jane Brown/Angela Hildreth X1655
Development Candace Jordan x3563
Education Dianne Avery x2430
Engineering Doreen Vaillancourt X2216
NRFA Judy Round x3229
President’s Office Robert Whelan X1513
RAPS Barbara Deshane X1504
Sciences Cindy McCann x3846
Social & Behav. Sciences Sherry Abbott X1954
Student Affairs Doreen Parent X1430
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Roger Castle studied electrical engineering at the University 
of Maine when classes were held in Lord Hall, and he ran track 
on a wooden oval modeled after the BAA track in Boston and 
located on campus within sight of Alumni and Winslow Halls. 
As a Navy recruit, he interrupted his studies to serve in the war, 
and it was while visiting his alma mater after he graduated that 
he met a UMaine student who would become his wife of 59 
years.
For Castle, there was a lot of living that occurred during his 
three-and-a-half years at UMaine. For the University, the 
enrollment of the Hebron Academy graduate from Connecticut 
began a symbiotic relationship that now spans almost eight 
decades.
“Roger’s blood runs blue for Maine,” says Nancy Dysart, vice 
president for alumni activities for the University of Maine 
General Alumni Association. “He has such a total commitment 
to the University. In so many ways, Roger has reached out and 
cared for students in electrical engineering and in track - the 
areas in which he has been involved and that meant so much to 
him. Through the years, Roger has freely attributed his success 
in life to his experiences at the University.”
At 97, Castle is the oldest alumnus of the Department of 
Electrical and Computer Engineering - and one of the oldest 
University of Maine. Like many of his generation, he is hard- 
pressed to put into words just how such a deep-seeded loyalty to 
the University got started, and why he has kept the vigil for so 
long. His dedication to the institution has to do with his values - 
that which he holds dear and defies definition. Castle’s affinity 
for UMaine is inextricably linked to, and is as remarkable as, 
the life of this self-made man.
Castle knew the importance of enterprise early on. His father 
was an innovator, always making things, like his own camera. 
Taking cues from his father, the young Castle launched a 
number of endeavors, including the management of a network - 
his “gang” - of paperboys in his hometown of Plainville, Conn. 
Their distribution of the Hartford Current and New Britain 
Herald eventually grew into a business that included Saturday 
Evening Post deliveries to an unheard of 700 copies weekly.
With a small press, Castle printed and sold business cards 
and letterhead. By 1914, at the age of 15, his own business card 
read: “Roger C. Castle, Manufacturer and Dealer, Wireless 
Apparatus.” While still in grammar school, Castle and a friend 
undertook the construction of wireless radios. They taught their 
classmates how to use Morse code, then sold them the wireless 
units. Castle took a course in the wireless at Hilliard, which is 
now the University of Hartford, and there, in 1915, he first 
heard music over the airwaves.
After being “kicked out of high school because I didn’t study,” 
Castle spent a year at Hebron Academy, following in the foot­
steps of an older sister. He turned down two appointments to 
Annapolis to attend the University of Maine, intending to spend 
a year at UMaine and then transfer to MIT.
Castle enrolled at UMaine in 1917 where he and the other 
first- and second-year students took military courses, then 
headed off to war. Castle returned to Orono the following year, 
picking up his academic studies and athletic pursuits where he 
left off. A member of Delta Tau Delta fraternity, Castle served as 
student-manager for the football team and was a member of one 
of UMaine’s best relay teams that won three BAA Relays in 
three consecutive years. In his time, University athletes had to 
have a grade average a half-point higher than other students; 
the rule was challenged by Castle and subsequently dropped by 
the Board of Trustees.
Castle notes that he was a C or C+ student, taking classes 
from such legendary teachers as William Barrows and Arthur 
continued on page 19
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NETWORKING WOMEN
It is a meeting without an agenda, yet the purpose is clear. No 
need for notetaking or passing papers. Instead, the conversation 
is lively, the lines of communication open and contacts made.
Networking Women is a meeting organized by the Women’s 
Resource Center every other Friday, 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m., Honors 
Center. (The meetings are Nov. 1, Nov. 15 and Dec. 13.) The 
informal forum provides an opportunity for all UMaine women 
employees to gather, talk and begin to break down barriers. It is 
an effort to “consciously connect with people outside the boxes we 
are put in by the institution,” says Sharon Barker, director of the 
Women’s Resource Center, which sponsors the meetings. “It is an 
opportunity to share common interests and concerns, targeting 
the isolation many women feel so they can speak out.”
The focus is on providing constructive ways to support women, 
including those in power or authority, says Barker. That also 
involves exploring ways to extend power and privilege to those 
lacking support.
‘Women can be stronger as a group, plugging in their 
creativity and talents without the restriction of job titles,” says 
Barker. “The institution is in transition, and the economic 
climate continues to create changes. It is time to look within for 
the talent and ideas to benefit individuals and the institution.”
In addition to the weekly meetings of Networking Women, the 
Women’s Resource Center will hold its annual Open House on 
Wednesday, Nov. 20,11 a.m.-2 p.m.
NEW RESEARCH VESSEL SETS SAIL AT THE DARLING CENTER
The Darling Marine Center has taken delivery of its newest 
research craft - a 26-foot, all-weather aluminum vessel funded 
by a grant from the National Science Foundation and designed 
by a faculty committee.
Built by Winninghoff Boats Inc., in Rowley, Mass., the vessel 
has a heated cabin with a lab bench enabling faculty and 
students to conduct work on board during the colder periods of 
the year. It has an eight-person, 4,000-pound carrying capacity 
and will soon be equipped with a hydraulic winch for taking 
plankton tows and bottom samples. The lab area will be 
equipped with a seawater pump for maintaining living marine 
organisms.
The vessel has a 200 hp outboard motor with a top speed of 30 
knots and a 200-mile range. The large cabin and deck will suit 
researchers needing both dry lab space for delicate instruments, 
and an area for scuba preparations and sample sorting on board. 
The vessel will be ideal for supporting many of the educational
Directory Changes
Alice R. Kelley, Instructor, Department of Geological Sciences, 130 
Boardman Hall. 581-2056. E-mail: akelley@maine.maine.edu 
E. Paul Carroll Research Shops Coordinator, Bio-Resource Engineering, 
5710 Bio-Resource Engineering Building. 581-2713. E-mail: 
pcarroll@apollo.umenfa.maine.edu
Alan S. Kezis, Associate Dean, College of Natural Resources, Forestry, and 
Agriculture, 106 Winslow. 581-3203. E-mail: RAR346@maine.maine.edu
Patti Tewhey, Administrative Assistant, College of Natural Resources, 
Forestry, and Agriculture, 103 Winslow. 581-3225. E-mail: 
tewhey@maine.maine.edu. 
and research needs of students and faculty in the new School of 
Marine Sciences. In addition, the vessel will support the 
Center's growing undergraduate internship program.
This summer, a record 34 interns conducted research at the 
Center on a variety of field-oriented projects, including research 
on lobsters and sea urchins. Other projects requiring boat access 
to Maine's coastal region include marine archaeological/geolog- 
ical surveys and chemical analyses of estuarine waters to 
studies involving the life histories of pelagic and bottom­
dwelling marine organisms.
The Darling Marine Center has a number of vessels available 
for charter, including another new 22-foot vessel built specifi­
cally for the Center last year. In addition, the Center hopes to 
have a new a 40-foot research vessel built by next summer to 
replace its aging 34-foot trawler. This new vessel will carry up to 
22 students and will provide the School of Marine Sciences with 
a work platform for conducting educational and research 
missions throughout Maine's waters.
President’s Council on \Nomen
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Recruitment of Faculty and Staff
The President’s Council on Women would like to publicly 
applaud the vice president for Academic Affairs and provost for 
her recently announced requirement for recruitment of faculty 
and staff. In a memorandum sent to all deans, department 
chairs, associate deans and academic directors, Vice President 
and Provost Judi Bailey announced that in all external searches 
for full-time positions, “the pool of candidates must include 
women and minorities.” She also stated that all search commit­
tees must include both men and women.
Why is this an issue at the University of Maine? In the 1991- 
92 academic year, 27.8 percent of faculty were women. In 1995- 
96, this figure had risen to 29.5 percent. Compare these figures 
to the national statistics gathered by the U.S. Department of 
Education in 1991: 36.4 percent of faculty were women in all 
types of academic institutions; 31.5 percent of faculty were 
women in public four-year institutions.
For the category described by the federal government as 
Executive/AdministrativeZManagerial there is a similar disparity. 
At the University of Maine in 1991-92, 20.5 percent of those so 
categorized were women; in 1995-96, 22.7 percent were women. 
Nationally, in 1991, 36.4 percent of executives, administrators, 
and managers at all higher education institutions were women. 
This figure goes up to 36.9 percent for public, four-year institu­
tions in the same year.
Clearly, we are behind the national trend. What kind of impli­
cations does this have? Look at the fact that over half our 
student body is female; could greater visibility of women faculty 
and administrators have implications for student retention? Will 
an increase in women administrators provide an incentive for 
retention of motivated women faculty members? We welcome the 
opportunity to explore these and other questions.
As we seek to diversify our campus to better represent the 
population at large, having more women in positions of leader­
ship is vital. One administrator has taken a needed step, and it 
is hoped that the implementation of this directive will be 
successful campuswide.
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Authors Have Been Making Inroads Into the Literary World 
for 25 years Via Puckerbrush Press
One of Maine’s foremost private presses is 
observing its 25th anniversary and next 
month, its founder will be honored by the 
many authors she has published, the aspiring 
writers she has mentored and the colleagues 
who have watched her leave an indelible mark 
on the state’s literary community.
University of Maine Professor of English 
Constance Hunting and her contributions to 
literature via the Orono-based Puckerbrush 
Press and the biannual literary magazine, 
Puckerbrush Review, will be celebrated at a 
reception Thursday, Nov. 7, 4-6 p.m., in the 
Lynch Room of Fogler Library, hosted by the English 
Department and Fogler Library. Members of the University 
community are invited to join invited guests who include the 
more than 40 authors who have had works published by the 
Press, and countless others with works published in the Review.
One of the hallmarks of the Puckerbrush 
legacy is the publication of authors who were 
first published by the Press or in the Review 
and subsequently went on to even wider 
literary recognition, including James Kelman, 
Carolyn Chute and Sanford Phippen. In its 25 
years, the Press has succeeded in publishing 
works by and about renowned writer May 
Sarton, and equally exciting efforts by up-and- 
coming or first-time authors such as Ibma 
Nason, Patricia Ranzoni and Lee Sharkey.
For these authors living in Maine, across the country and the 
globe, theirs has been an intimate interaction with Hunting and 
her small press as they have corresponded regularly during the 
past quarter century. Ironically, Hunting has never met a 
number of these authors, including a Benedictine 
nun living in Bethlehem, Conn., who has had three 
books of poetry published by the Press. What binds 
them is a love of language and literature.
“Language is a mystery,” says Hunting, a poet 
and widely published author. “How you know when 
something is right, I can’t tell you. Part of the 
mystery of language is the cluster of resonance that 
surrounds a certain word like an aura. Some people 
use thesauri and think synonyms are equal, and as a 
result, they are attempting to communicate rather than to make 
something.
“Caring about literature, what I regard as good literature, is 
very personal, but I’ve swum about in this element all my life and 
feel I can choose what I like.”
Hunting’s first book was published by Scribners in 1969. With 
the royalties she started Puckerbrush Press in 1971, which was 
early in the generation of small presses in Maine. The Review 
followed seven years later.
“I have always been interested in anything having to do with 
writing and with publishing - from the paper to the process to the 
actual publication,” she says. “As a Virginia Woolf aficionado, I 
have an interest in the Hogarth Press and those of the 1920s. I 
also naively believe that there is room for all sorts of presses and 
literary endeavors.”
Puckerbrush started with “very small plans - one book at a 
time,” says Hunting. “It was an adventure for me, a process of 















publishing things I believe should be in print - works I enjoy and 
others might enjoy. These are books that are not going to be on a 
national best-seller list. Instead, they are part of a literary enter­
prise - experimental, probably elitist, and done for the love of 
literature.”
Literature published by Puckerbrush either contains Maine or 
English/European threads, according to Hunting. There are 
works like those of Phippen, whose first collection of Down East 
stories, The Police Know Everything, was published by the 
Press. Publishing first-works of such Maine 
authors is a particular pleasure of owning a 
small press, says Hunting, an early member of 
the Maine Writers and Publishers Alliance.
And then there are translations that 
Hunting has sought out, like Leonard Wolfs 
translation of Checkov’s notebooks and Maxim 
Gorky’s Reminiscences of Tolstoy that will be 
saved from obscurity with their republication 
as a combined volume next month.
“One of the pleasures of a small press is you 
need not think in terms of best sellers,” says 
Hunting. Instead, books are printed in quantities up to 1,000 at 
a time, sales are steady through mailorder and few titles go out 
of print; only four Puckerbrush titles are out of print.
Sarton’s 'Writings on Writing and Phippen’s 
The Police , both in their 11th printings, and 
An Old Pub Near the Angel, the first published 
work by Kelman, winner of the Booker Prize 
two years ago, are all considered “best-sellers” 
by small press standards.
Having been selected by Hunting for publica­
tion by Puckerbrush speaks to the literary 
quality and contributions of the works. All have 
stories behind them, like Dearest Andrew, a 
collection of letters between a famous British 
writer and a former American actor who retired 
to Maine. Edited by Nancy MacKnight, the
popular volume was first published by Scribners, but the orig­
inal press plates were lost in a warehouse fire. Puckerbrush was 
permitted to republish the book, which continues to be a strong 
seller, especially among garden enthusiasts.
Similarly unique works that continue to be popular include 
Notes from Sick Rooms, an essay by Mrs. Leslie Stephen, mother 
of Virginia Woolf, that was published in 1883. Printed as a 
facsimile by Puckerbrush, it is still requested by hospitals and by 
Woolf scholars who can trace similar literary style and sense of 
humor between mother and daughter.
An average of 10 manuscripts are submitted to Puckerbrush 
every week; two to four works are published annually. The literary 
energy and level of activity that Hunting found in Maine remains 
stronger than ever, and the reach of the Press ever-increasingly 
extends beyond the state. In her role as a mentor and a gate­
keeper to the literary world, Hunting takes pride in pointing to 
authors like Mary Gray Hughes, the first author published by the 
Press, whose 1992 work of fiction was favorably reviewed by the 
New York Times; and Nason, who wrote a well-received novel. 
Their success reflects back on Puckerbrush.
“The continuity of the Press has made a difference in its credi­
bility and ability to keep the dialogue going,” says Hunting. “As 
for the future, I will continue to wait for the mail. In a way, that is 
the most exciting part.” ▲
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Recent Works by University of Maine Authors
B. F. Skinner 
and Behaviorism 
in American Culture
Beyond Animal Rights: A Feminist 
Caring Ethic for the Treatment of 
Animals
Editors Josephine Donovan and 
Carol J. Adams
(Continuum Publishing Co., New York 
1996)
Beyond Animal Rights: A Feminist Caring 
Ethic for the Treatment of Animals is a 
collection of eight essays that extend the 
feminist “ethic of care” theory to the issue of animal well-being. 
Historically, the ethic of care has been associated with “women’s 
activities,” such as mothering and nursing. Ever since Carol 
Gilligan contrasted women’s ethic of care - a “morality of respon­
sibility” - with men’s “morality of right,” a debate has raged.
The essays brought together in Beyond Animal Rights suggest 
ways that theorists can move beyond the limited concept of 
“rights.” In this way, care is established as a basis for the ethical 
treatment of animals. For animal rights activitists, the majority 
of whom are women, the volume helps to explain women’s 
concern for animals by providing a new theoretical basis.
This is the most recent volume edited by Donovan and Adams, 
the last being Animals and Women: Feminist Theoretical 
Explorations in 1995. Donovan is a UMaine professor of English, 
and Adams a professional consultant on issues of sexual harass­
ment and sexual violence. Beyond Animal Rights is Donovan’s 
eighth book. In the volume, she wrote the essays: “Animal Rights 
and Feminist Theory” and “Attention to Suffering: Sympathy as a 
Basis for Ethical Treatment of Animals.”
B.F. Skinner and Behaviorism in 
American Culture
Edited by Laurence Smith and William 
Woodward
(Lehigh University Press 1996)
The life of eminent behavioral scientist 
B.F. Skinner, the American culture in 
which he lived and worked, and the behav­
iorist movement that played a leading role 
in psychological and social thought in this 
country in the 20th century are the 
subjects of this work.
Drawing on archival research, interviews and historical styles 
appropriate to the evidence, the contributing authors examine 
Skinner’s remarkable rise to prominence in the wider context of 
America’s intellectual, cultural and social history. The book’s 
introduction analyzes Skinner’s status as a cultural icon. What 
follows are sections examining his role as a social philosopher, his 
work as a scientist, his personal life, and the extension and diver­
sification of Skinnerian behaviorism.
Co-editor Laurence Smith, associate professor of psychology at 
UMaine, contributed an essay, “Knowledge as Power: The 
Baconian Roots of Skinner’s Social Meliorism.” He also wrote the 
concluding chapter assessing Skinner’s controversial legacy by 
showing how he represented both a product of American culture 
and one of its most provocative critics. Also co-editing the volume 
was William Woodward, who teaches the history of psychology at 
the University of New Hampshire.
B.F. Skinner and Behaviorism in American Culture is Smith’s 
second book.
Edited by 
Laurence D. Smith 
and 
William R. Woodward
Criminology: A Sociological Understanding 
By Steven E. Barkan 
(Prentice Hall 1997)
Criminology: A Sociological Understanding 
was written to help students develop a socio­
logical understanding of crime and criminal 
justice by treating social structure and social 
inequality as central themes in the study of 
crime. The volume by Professor of Sociology
Steve Barkan focuses on key sociological concepts such as 
poverty, gender, and race and ethnicity, and demonstrates their 
influence on crime.
Chapters in the book highlight understanding crime and 
victimization, including public policy and the role of the media; 
explaining crime, using sociological theories emphasizing social 
structure and social process; criminal behaviors, including 
violent, political and white-collar crime; and controlling and 
preventing crime, involving policing, prosecution and punish­
ment. A final chapter outlines a sociological “prescription” on 
reducing crime.
Features of the book include Crime and Controversy Boxes 
dealing with current criminological issues of interest to students, 
and International Focus Boxes, providing information about the 
nature of crime and criminological research in other nations. 
Criminology also contains information on contemporary issues 
and controversies such as gun control, capital punishment, drug 
legalization, husband battering and civil disobedience.
This is Barkan’s second book, and is published as part of the 
Prentice Hall Humanities/Social Sciences series.
Teaching the Integrated Language 
Arts: Process and Practice 
By Anthony Fredericks, Bonnie 
Blake-Kline and Janice Kristo 
(Addison-Wesley Educational 
Publishers Inc., New York 1997)
Teaching the Integrated Language Arts: 
Process and Practice provides prospective 
teachers with a dynamic approach to the 
teaching of language arts. Emphasizing 
that language arts and reading are “binding agents” for all kinds 
of learning and should be integrated throughout the elementary 
curriculum, the guiding philosophy of this text is that the best 
teachers are those who continue to learn along with their 
students. The “teacher as learner” is one who guides rather than 
leads, facilitates rather than assigns, models rather than tells.
The authors say the key is to develop a classroom in which 
both teachers and students are invited to become active partici­
pants in the learning process. The volume features numerous 
actual classroom examples, vignettes and a year-long diary of a 
second-year teacher, all in an effort to offer interesting and acces­
sible ways to explore concepts and teaching methods. Chapters 
end with a “Teacher as Researcher” section and open-ended ques­
tions, providing opportunities to continue the search for fresh 
instructional possibilities in the classrooms.
The text is written by three teachers with more than 50 years 
of combined teaching experience. Anthony Fredericks and Bonnie 
Blake-Kline are at York College of Pennsylvania. Janice Kristo is 
UMaine professor of education. This is Kristo’s fourth book.
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University of Maine Research
Global Climate Change and El Nino
Two faculty members of the Institute for Quaternary Studies 
have found new evidence that El Nino, the Pacific Ocean 
phenomenon linked to drought in the Midwest and floods along 
the West Coast, may have been switched on by a shift in global 
climate about 5,000 years ago.
Daniel Sandweiss, assistant professor in the Department of 
Anthropology, and Kirk Maasch assistant professor in the 
Department of Geological Sciences, are members of a team that 
published its findings in the Sept. 13 issue of Science. Other team 
members include James Richardson III of the Carnegie Museum 
of Natural History, Pittsburgh; Harold Rollins of the University 
of Pittsburgh; and Elizabeth Reitz of the University of Georgia.
The core of the paper is a description of biological evidence 
from several Peruvian archaeology sites. Richardson began inves­
tigating the sites as a graduate student in the late 1960s, and 
Sandweiss has been studying these and other sites since 1980. 
The team has confirmed that mollusk and fish remains in those 
sites show a shift from warm water to cold water species occur­
ring about 5,000 years ago.
Citing data from Australia and other parts of the world, the 
team hypothesizes that the species changes reflect a shift to a 
cooler and more variable climate that replaced relatively warm 
and stable conditions of the preceding 3,000 years. The shift also 
turned on the El Nino phenomenon in which warm water 
replaces colder water off the Peru coast at irregular intervals.
If the hypothesis holds up in further studies, it could provide a 
reasonable basis for estimating the regional impacts of a warmer 
globe in the future. Computer models suggest that the average 
global temperature could increase between three and nine 
degrees Fahrenheit if the concentration of greenhouse gases in 
the atmosphere doubles over pre-industrial levels.
In 1986, Rollins (a specialist in the ecology of ancient 
mollusks), Richardson, and Sandweiss published an article in the 
journal Geoarchaeology, “The Birth of El Nino, Geoarchaeological 
Evidence and Implications.” The paper drew strong disagreement 
from some scientific quarters, and Sandweiss’ team intensified its 
search for additional evidence.
“My hunch is that global carbon dioxide levels changed in the 
Holocene (roughly the last 10,000 years), and that greenhouse 
warming occurred over and above the dominant pattern. I believe 
that ocean-atmosphere dynamics are involved in lowering and 
raising the atmospheric CO2 level, whether we drive cars or not.”
For Sandweiss, the El Nino switch justifies a closer look at the 
connection between climate and culture. “What we think we see 
is a period of greater warmth and much less climate variability in 
the mid-Holocene, about 5,000 to 8,000 years ago. It’s just specu­
lation that there might be any connection at all, but that’s the 
time throughout the world when agriculture booms. This is when 
settled village life begins.
“Then immediately after the climate change, particularly in the 
New World, within 500 years, you get people building monu­
ments, exhibiting signs of a more complex social organization. 
Not just bigger, not just settled, not just farming, but doing some­
thing else entirely. For the first time, they organize communal 
labor to build pyramids and temples.
“I don’t think that climate drives culture. There’s not a one-to- 
one correlation. That idea went out a hundred years ago, fortu­
nately. But climate change creates opportunities, and it creates 
necessities. When the climate changes dramatically, it creates 
stresses that require response,” says Sandweiss.
Andrew Thomas
on the Frontiers of Science
Satellite Views of the Gulf
With help from a new 
satellite receiver dish 
installed on Libby Hall, 
School of Marine Sciences 
students and faculty are 
getting daily views of the 
Gulf of Maine and the 
region. The pictures they 
produce are helping to iden­
tify trends in one of the 
Guff’s key components - the 
microscopic algae called
phytoplankton, which form the base of the marine food chain.
Knowledge of these trends is giving scientists a better under­
standing of the factors which support fish production. It will also 
be useful for locating favorable sites for aquaculture operations 
and predicting likely consequences of future changes in climate.
One of those faculty members is Andrew Thomas, who came to 
UMaine last January from the Atlantic Center for Remote 
Sensing of the Ocean in Bedford, Nova Scotia. He specializes in 
the use of satellite data to study patterns of plankton. His 
research includes similar work in the Pacific Ocean off California 
and Oregon and off the coast of Chile.
Four to six times a day, one of a string of satellites from the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
passes over the Gulf of Maine within range of Orono and sends 
down a stream of data. The receiving dish, purchased with grant 
funds awarded by the U.S. Office of Naval Research, tracks the 
satellite and relays data to a computer located near Thomas’ 
office. In the 15 minutes it takes a satellite to cross the sky, the 
computer collects and stores more than 100 megabytes of data.
The dish, operating since July, is the only one in the state 
capable of receiving the NOAA satellite data.
‘What the satellites actually measure are the surface tempera­
tures of whatever they are looking down on, such as clouds and 
the sea surface,” says Thomas. ‘We also do ship surveys to corre­
late the satellite data with what’s actually in the water. There’s a 
close relationship between sea temperature and the amount of 
phytoplankton in the ocean.”
In one project, Thomas works with Dave Townsend and Neal 
Pettigrew in the School on a study of internal ocean waves and 
their effect on nutrients. These waves affect how nutrients are 
distributed, and the time and place where phytoplankton grow - 
and ultimately the overall biological productivity of the Gulf.
In his work in the Pacific, Thomas uses time series data going 
back to 1979. Over the intervening years, he has found patterns 
that correspond to the climate event known as El Nino. During 
such an event, warm ocean water moves to the west coast of 
North and South America. Because the warm water prevents 
colder nutrient-rich water from rising to the surface, less algal 
biomass is produced during an El Nino. The result is fewer fish.
El Nino events do not affect the East Coast directly, but rela­
tionships between phytoplankton pattern and fish production 
exist in all marine waters, including the Gulf of Maine. Scientists 
know that cold, deep currents from the Atlantic enrich Gulf 
waters and feed its legendary fisheries. However, they are far less 
certain about the variability of the Gulf’s currents and especially 
the causes of this variability, which result in continuously 
changing nutrient and phytoplankton distributions.
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James McLaughlin, assistant 
research professor, Cooperative 
Forestry Research Unit and Guo Liu, 
Martin Jurgensen, and Margaret 
Gale, Michigan Technological 
University: “Organic Carbon 
Characteristics in a Spruce Swamp 
Five Years after Harvesting,” Soil 
Science Society of America Journal, 
60:1228-1236 (1996).
Ivan Fernandez, professor of soil 
science, with co-authors Jeffrey 
Simmons, Russell Briggs and 
Mairin Delaney, all formerly with the 
University of Maine: “Forest Floor 
Carbon Pools and Fluxes Along a 
Regional Climate Gradient in Maine, 
USA," Forest Ecology and 
Management, 84:81-95 (1996).
William Whitaker, professor of 
social work: “Observations on the 
1994 Mexican National Elections,” 
Journal of Community Practice, 3(2): 
79-93 (1996).
Alan Rosenwasser, associate 
professor of psychology, Mark 
Pellowski, former undergraduate 
psychology major, and Edith 
Hendley, University of Vermont 
School of Medicine: “Circadian 
Timekeeping in Hyperactive and 
Hypertensive Inbred Rat Strains,” 
American Journal of Physiology, 
40:R787-R796 (1996).
Kelly Chandler, former high school 
teacher and doctoral student in 
literacy education: "Learning From 
Each Other in the Zone of Proximal 
Development: A Vygotskian Re­
vision,” Teaching & Learning: The 
Journal of Natural Inquiry, 10(3): 5- 
13 (Summer 1996). Also,“Signed, 
Anonymous," Teaching Tolerance, 
published by the Southern Poverty 
Law Center, 5(2) (Fall 1996).
Mary Ellen Camire, associate 
professor and chair, Department of 
Food Science and Human Nutrition, 
and Elif Belbez, food and nutrition 
science doctoral student: “Flavor 
Formation During Extrusion 
Cooking,” Cereal Foods World, 
41(9):734-36 (1996).
Janice Zeman, assistant professor 
in the Department of Psychology: 
“Children’s Expression of Negative 
Affect: Reasons and Methods,” 
Developmental Psychology, 32:842- 
849 (September 1996).
Joann Kovacich, director of the 
Interdisciplinary Training for Health 
Care for Rural Areas Project: 
“Interdisciplinary Team Training on 
the Information Superhighway,” 
Journal of Interprofessional Care, 
10(2) (1996).
David Sanger, professor and chair, 
Department of Anthropology and 
Institute for Quaternary Studies: 
“Mesolithic Maritime Adaptations: 
the View from North America,” Man 
and Sea in the Mesolithic (ed. 
Anders Fischer), Oxbow Monograph 
53, Oxford, pp. 335-349. Also 
“Gilman Falls: Implications for the 
Early and Middle Archaic of the 
Maritime Peninsula,” Canadian 
Journal of Archaeology 20:7-28.
FORESTRY PAPERS AVAILABLE
A series of seven white papers on UMaine forest research is 
available from the College of Natural Resources, Forestry and 
Agriculture. The papers cover topics such as the size and signifi­
cance of the Maine’s forest economy, tree regeneration under 
different harvesting regimes, water quality and soil nutrients. 
One additional paper is in preparation on wildlife research.
The papers were written by Nick Houtman, science writer in 
the Department of Public Affairs, in cooperation with faculty 
and staff in the College as well as the Department of Zoology, 
the Water Research Institute, the Cooperative Forestry 
Research Unit and the U.S. Forest Service. The papers summa­
rize research findings relevant to the Nov. 5 forest referendum.
People interested in getting the series can contact Judy 
Round at 581-3229 or see the papers via Internet at the 
Department of Public Affairs web site, 
http://www.ume.maine.edu/~paffairs/releases/releases.html.
A scene from Rita's Lucky Summer Photo by Mary Kocoi
Ford Film Premieres in Boston
A 26-minute fiction film co-written and adapted from a short 
story by Associate Professor of English Elaine Ford premiered 
at the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston last month, and is 
receiving subsequent screenings in the region.
Rita’s Lucky Summer is an independent production directed 
and co-written by Somerville, Mass., filmmaker Abby 
Freedman. The screenplay is based on Ford’s short story by the 
same name that was published in 1983.
The film debuted Sept. 14, as part of the Museum’s series, 
“Women Filmmakers Present.” Other Boston-area showings are 
planned this month and next, and Freedman hopes to exhibit 
Rita’s Lucky Summer at film and video festivals around the 
country.
Rita’s Lucky Summer is set in 1963 and shot on-location in 
Somerville, where Ford once lived. The short story and film tell 
the tale of a timid young woman who unexpectedly meets and 
falls in love with a Boston subway worker. The changes Rita 
undergoes are obvious to the colleagues she works with in a 
bakery. Yet just when it seems Rita’s luck has changed for the 
better, it becomes clear that she must decide what to do with 
what has become a less-than-perfect opportunity for happiness.
This is the first of Ford’s literary works to hit the silver 
screen. She is the author of four novels, two of which are set in 
Somerville. This fall she is writing a screenplay of a recently 
completed short story.
A Lighter Perpsective
At UMaine’s Human Resources Office, the focus is on deliv­
ering quality service with a high level of personal and profes­
sional decorum - no matter how the staff dresses.
Every Wednesday this summer and certain working holidays 
during the school year have been dedicated to a dress-down day 
by Human Resources staff members in an effort to further focus 
on a commitment to quality and to enhance team-building.
That team spirit began in earnest a year ago with the move 
and consolidation of Human Resources in its new home in 
Corbett Hall. Staff members individually purchased shirts with a 
logo designed a year ago to symbolize Human Resources vision 
for the future and the year ahead as a team.
The voluntary dress down day also is viewed as a cost-effective 
means of building morale and motivation at a time of increased 
workloads and when opportunities for professional development 
are few because of budgetary constraints. Human Resources offi­
cials note that creative initiatives like a dress down day help 
make the workplace better for members of the staff, as well as 
the people they serve.
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Marquita Hill, cooperating professor 
of chemical engineering, has 
become a Visiting Scholar in The 
Harvard School of Public Health’s 
Visiting Scholars Program in 
Environmental Health. This program 
provides assistance in curriculum 
and program development to institu­
tions of higher education and 
fosters interaction of academicians 
with other professionals in the 
context of environmental public 
health.
Richard Ryckman, professor of 
psychology, presented a paper co­
authored by Max Hammer, 
professor emeritus of psychology, 
Linda Kaczor, clinical psychologist, 
Northeastern University, and Joel 
Gold, professor of psychology, at the 
XXVI International Congress of 
Psychology, Montreal, Aug. 18: 
"Construction and Validation of 
Hypercompetitive and Personal 
Development Competitive Attitude 
Scales."
Max Egenhofer, associate professor 
of the National Center for 
Geographic Information and 
Analysis, associate professor in 
spatial information science and engi­
neering, and cooperating associate 
professor in computer science, 
attended the Seventh International 
Symposium on Spatial Data 
Handling in Delft, The Netherlands. 
He chaired a session on algorithms 
and presented three papers: “Multi­
modal Spatial Querying,” “Similarity 
of Spatial Science” (co-authored by 
Tom Bruns, former graduate 
research assistant with the NCGIA 
and the Department of Spatial 
Information Science and 
Engineering), and “The GIS 
Wallboard: Interactions with Spatial 
Information on Large-scale Displays 
(co-authored by graduate research 
assistants John Florence and 
Kathleen Hornsby).
Elif Belbez, a doctoral candidate in 
food and nutrition sciences, 
received a grant from the 
Manhattan, KS, Section of the 
American Association of Cereal 
Chemists to attend the society’s 
annual meeting.
Bohdan Slabyj, professor of food 
science and human nutrition, 
presented an invited paper: “Lack in 
Usage of Ukrainian Words in the 
Biological Sciences,” at the Fourth 
International Conference “Problems 
with Ukrainian Technical 
Terminology,” Sept. 24 in Lviv, 
Ukraine. While in the city of Lviv, he 
presented seminars on: 
“Implementation of HACCP by the 
Food Industry in the USA/Rapid 
Methods for Enumerating and 
Identifying Micro-organisms.” These 
presentations were given at the 
Austria/Ukraine Agricultural 
Symposium: “Knowledge and 
Practice," for the upperclassmen at 
the Lviv Academy of Veterinary 
Medicine, for lowerclassmen at the 
Lviv Commercial Academy, 
Department of Food Science, and 
biology majors at the I. Franko 
University, Department of 
Biophysics.
Karen Boucias, director of the 
Office of International Programs, 
was one of 10 international educa­
tors invited to participate in a 4-day 
seminar sponsored by AIEA: 
Association of International 
Administrators, Sept. 19-22, Lee, 
Mass. AIEA provided a grant to 
cover costs.
Iwan Surjawan, a Ph.D. student in 
food and nutrition sciences, 
presented a poster with Mary Ellen 
Camire, associate professor and 
chair, Department of Food Science 
and Human Nutrition, Michael 
Dougherty, food science technician, 
and John Jemison, water quality 
specialist and assistant extension 
educator: “Malting Quality of Maine- 
grown Barley,” at the 81st annual 
meeting of the American Association 
of Cereal Chemists, Sept. 15-19 in 
Baltimore. Camire assumed a one- 
year term as chair of the AACC 
Nutrition Division.
Three members of the Maine 
Folklife Center staff attended the 
1996 Annual Meeting of the 
American Folklore Society held in 
Pittsburgh, Oct. 16-20: MFC director 
and professor of anthropology 
Edward (Sandy) Ives, associate 
director Pauleena MacDougall, and 
music specialist and graduate 
student Jeffrey McKeen. Both 
MacDougall and McKeen partici­
pated in panels: “The Song in 
Folklore.” MacDougall presented a 
paper: “Understanding the Hearts of 
the People: Fannie Hardy Eckstorm, 
Founding Folklorist” and McKeen 
presented a paper: "Island 
Songmakers: A Local Tradition 
Examined," about the music of the 
islands of east Penobscot Bay.
Ivan Fernandez, professor of forest 
soils, and G. Bruce Wiersma, dean 
of the College of Natural Resources, 
Forestry and Agriculture, recently 
attended a meeting in Washington, 
D.C., at the invitation of the White 
House’s National Science and 
Technology Council. Approximately 
150 scientists were invited from 
around the United States and gath­
ered at the Smithsonian. The 
purpose was to design a new policy 
and procedures for all the national 
environmental monitoring efforts of 
the Federal Government.
At the Patristic Medieval and 
Renaissance Symposium at 
Villanova University, Oct. 4-5, 
Michael Grillo organized and 
commented on the session: 
“Reinventing Ecclesia," and 
presented his paper: “Gender, Style, 
and Narration in Donatello's David,” 
in the session: “Fifteenth-Century 
Women.”
Kathryn Olmstead, associate 
professor of journalism, led a work­
shop at the Maritime Writers’ 
Conference in Fredericton in July 
and served as a panelist for the 
Voices in the North Country Writers’ 
conference in Presque Isle in 
September. Olmstead and Canadian 
journalist David Foster addressed 
non-fiction writers at the Maritime 
conference, focusing on the themes 
to explore in articles on the 
common culture that transcends the 
border between Maine and New 
Brunswick. At the Presque Isle 
conference, Olmstead discussed 
writing for the mass media on a 
panel moderated by Robert Kelleter, 
managing editor of the Bangor Daily 
News. She also led a workshop at 
Caribou High School in conjunction 
with Voices and served on the plan­
ning committee for the conference, 
which attracted more than 20 
Canadian and U.S. writers to lead 
workshops and to serve on panels 
examining "rural perspectives on 
place and identity in storytelling.”
Professor Michael Lewis, 
Department of Art, will be included 
in the National Endowment for the 
Arts’ (NEA) newly created perma­
nent archive documenting the Visual 
Artists Fellowship Program, housed 
at the Smithsonian Institution’s 
National Museum of American Art, 
Washington, D.C. Images of 
professor Lewis' work from his New 
England Regional Drawing 
Fellowship will be digitized and 
included into an electronic database 
along with biographical information. 
The archive will be accessible at the 
Museum or through the Internet 
sites maintained by the Museum 
and the NEA.
Deirdre Mageean, assistant 
professor of public administration 
and research associate, Margaret 
Chase Smith Center, presented a 
paper: "Humans and Hexagons: 
Using Population Data to Address 
the Problem of Human Dimensions 
of Environmental Change,” at the 
Sixth International Conference on 
Applied and Business Demography, 
Bowling Green, Sept. 18-21. 
Mageean also presented a paper: 
"Putting People on the Map: 
Integrating Population and 
Environmental Data,” at the 
"PECORA 13: Human Interactions 
with the Environment: Perspectives 
from Space” conference, Sioux 
Falls, Aug. 19-21. The paper was co­
authored with John Bartlett, grad­
uate student in wildlife ecology.
Oct. 7, Professor Bahman Baktiari, 
Political Science Department, was 
invited by the Center for Middle 
Eastern Studies, Harvard University, 
to present a talk: Parliamentary 
Politics in the Middle East.”
Professor William Bray, 
Mathematics Department, 
presented a Mathematics 
Colloquium at the University of 
Missouri, Oct. 9: “Aspects of Jacobi 
Functions in Harmonic Analysis.”
Eleanor Heinz, administrative assis­
tant, Cooperative Forestry 
Research Unit, received the 
Excellence in Office Administration 
award presented at the Alumni 
Association Awards Ceremony, at 
Homecoming ‘96, Husson College, 
Oct. 5.
Matthew Moen, professor & chair, 
Department of Political Science, 
delivered the paper: “The First 
Generation of Christian Right 
Activism,” by special invitation at a 
conference: “The Christian Right 
in Comparative Perspective,” spon­
sored by Calvin College, Grand 
Rapids, Oct. 3-4.
William Whitaker, professor of 
social work, participated in a 
meeting of the International 
Commission of the Council on 
Social Work Education in 
Washington, D.C., Sept. 20-21. 
Whitaker also presented a paper: 
“The Right to Food: An Essential 
Building-block for an International 
Social Compact,” at the Fourth 
International Convention in Social 
Work, National Autonomous 
University of Mexico, Mexico City, 
Oct. 2-4.
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Hartgen continued from page 1
next month with an unprecedented exhibit in Carnegie Hall 
featuring prized works of the Museum collection, including some 
pieces never-before-seen in public, and an exciting display of 
some of the finest selected works by UMaine art faculty, students 
and alumni. The exhibit, 50th Anniversary Gala: Art 
Museum!Art Department, opening Nov. 18, celebrates the 
founding of the Museum and Department by a visionary artist, 
and the many outstanding works of art that have been created 
and collected in the past 50 years as a result.
In coming months, the Art Department’s guest lecture series, 
and the Museum’s student and faculty art shows, also will be tied 
into the 50th anniversary celebration.
The venue for the Hartgen exhibit - and the start of the 50th 
anniversary observance - is in keeping with his far-reaching 
influence and impact as an educator, artist, and arts advocate 
and leader in Maine. Hartgen, who joined the University commu­
nity in 1946, “officially” retired in 1983 as Huddilston Professor 
Emeritus of Art and curator emeritus of the Museum.
UMaf/ie Cooperative Extension 
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Equipping parent educators with the knowledge and skills 
necessary to teach early childhood parent education is the focus 
of Parentmaking, a parent educator training program of 
University of Maine Cooperative Extension, led by campus-based 
human development specialist Judith Graham Colburn and 
Androscoggin/Sagadahoc Extension educator Shirley Hager.
Since its start in 1994, Parentmaking has trained more than 
45 parent educators in Maine - Head Start coordinators to social 
service providers - who then touch the lives of hundreds of 
parents and their children in the state. As a result, Cooperative 
Extension has become an important statewide resource for 
parent education, and has collaborated with other agencies to 
develop statewide initiatives like Healthy Families of Maine.
A recent evaluation shows that Parentmaking is having a 
significant positive impact on the knowledge and skills of partici­
pants and on their ability to facilitate parent education. One 
program participant noted that the real impact is reflected in 
parents’ feedback. “I know that I am not only helping parents 
change or make some changes for their children,” but also 
providing skills those parents are taking “into their adult rela­
tionships and into their world of work,” the parent educator said.
In the program, each parent educator receives 45 hours of 
comprehensive training that is presented in two-day sessions in 
three consecutive months. The train-the-trainer model, coupled 
with a strong research base, blends extensive group management 
and teaching skills with developmental content applicable to chil­
dren from birth to age 5. It can be used to create new parenting 
initiatives or can be incorporated into existing parenting 
curricula.
Lectures, role playing, situation analyses and multiple skill 
practices are used in the training. Participants learn group 
process and leadership skills applicable to structured parent 
classes, as well as to support and discussion groups.
Extension and other agency educators in eight of Maine’s 16 
counties are now trained in a parent education curriculum that 
allows them to more effectively conduct their own classes, as well 
as to train other parent educators. Parentmaking has strength­
ened and increased the state and regional capacity to meet 
parent education needs. In addition, a network of support has 
been established for parent educators in Maine.
Throughout this past half-century, he has continued to teach, 
create, mentor and serve as a guiding force for the visual arts at 
the University.
“The institutions he created affected the state,” says Laurie 
Hicks, chair of the Department of Art. “Vincent’s sense of what 
art was about and how to get art to start the collection spread as 
far as possible. This show in Portland is an extension of that, and 
is within the tradition he started.
“Vincent probably affected the visual arts in this state more 
than anyone else, and his influence extends far beyond the state 
borders. Go anywhere in this state and say you’re from the arts 
at the University, and you’ll always find someone who says he or 
she had Vincent for a teacher - from artists to engineers and 
many other people who are not art professionals but who have 
art in their lives because of him. He has a reach that has 
extended further than that of anyone else in the visual arts.”
In a state like Maine rich in the visual arts, it is easy to think 
in terms of the strongest images, says Wally Mason, the newly 
appointed director of the Museum of Art. “It’s typical to think of 
artists like John Marin as being synonymous with Maine, but the 
reality is it was Vincent who was in the trenches and who is most 
synonymous with exposing the people of Maine to art.” ▲
Travd-Study continued from page 2
The travel-study venues are often linked to other institutions 
of higher education located in the area. As a result, faculty and 
facilities can serve as resources, lectures can be coordinated, and 
sometimes even travel and lodging arrangements facilitated.
The travel-study courses for the coming academic year are:
Winter Session
MLC 293/493 Brazilian Culture and Education, Dec. 26-Jan. 10, by 
Kathleen March and Frank Roberts
Spring Break
MLC 293/493 Travel and Study in Ireland, March 1-15, by Frank Roberts 
and Jim Toner
INT 475 Field Studies in Ecology: Tropical Ecology and Natural
Resources in Dominica, West Indies, Feb. 27-March 8, by Ron Davis 
EDU 481 Educational Travel in Mexico’s Maya Caribbean, March 1-8,
by Nancy Anchors
EDU 481 Educational Travel - Mexico: Ancient and Modern, April 19-
26, by Nancy Anchors
May Term
MLC 293/493 Study in Mexico: Magical Realism in San Miquel de Allende, 
May 14-28, Kathleen Lignell Ellis
SWK 497 Culture, Popular Movements and Social Welfare in Today’s
Mexico, May 14-28, by Bill Whitaker
INT 476 Scotland School and Study Tour, May 12-26, by Shirley
Oliver and Sue Webber
Summer Session
MLC 293/493 Medieval University Cities in Spain and Portugal: Santiago 
de Compostela and Coimbra, June 9-30, by Kathleen March
MLC 293/493 Western France: Exploring Culture and Developing Language 
Skills in French, July 6-20, by Ray Pelletier
Toner notes that faculty are now formulating plans for new 
travel-study courses that could be offered as early as Winter 
Session 1997-98. Among them are courses to study art and 
architecture in Italy, a tour of German-speaking European coun­
tries, a summer program in London, and an immersion program 
in Greek culture and language.
“I’d like to see the University gain a reputation for offering 
such travel-study opportunities,” says Toner. “It could become 
another recruitment and retention tool.” ▲
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Task Force continued from page 1
has prepared a draft white paper, “Interim Report of the 
Telecommunications and Information Technology Task Force,” to 
focus discussion during the campus meetings. At the University, 
those meetings are scheduled for students on Thursday, Oct. 24, 
noon-l:30 p.m., Lown Rooms, Union; and Monday, Nov. 4, 
11:30 a.m.-l p.m., Bangor Lounge, Union; and for faculty and 
staff on Monday, Nov. 4, 3-4:30 p.m., and Tuesday, Nov. 5, 
11:30 a.m.-l p.m., both in the Lynch Room, Fogler Library.
A goal of the campus discussion is to allow faculty, staff and 
students “to inform the Task Force’s work on every issue of 
importance - from the fundamental premises underlying plan­
ning and investment decisions to specific action steps to improve 
quality,” according to Chancellor Terrence MacTaggart in his 
letter included in the white paper. ‘"The Task Force will define the 
System’s vision for using information technology, identify goals 
and planning priorities, and recommend strategic investments. In 
completing their work, Task Force members will examine issues 
such as distance learning, university and community collabora­
tion, and resource allocation.”
The meetings will be complemented by campus visits by a team 
of experts in the area of information technology. The consultants 
have been retained by the System to assess the technological 
strengths and needs of the campuses. Following campus 
dialogues and completion of studies by the consultants, the Task 
Force will make recommendations to the Presidents and the 
Chancellor by late January.
In preparing for the campus meetings, Task Force members 
recommend that members of the University community read the 
white paper carefully and reflect on how they interact with 
telecommunications and information technology. “Consideration 
should be given to what kind of support is needed from the insti­
tution to allow for the best use of time and expertise to deliver 
quality education to students,” says Albright. “It will become a 
personal and professional perspective.”
Imbedded in each of the goals identified in the white paper are 
implications for funding and reorganization, the UMaine Task 
Force members point out. Equally as telling are the action steps 
proposed to accomplish the goals. Among the many possible 
implications of information technology and telecommunications 
on higher education in Maine: the establishment of electronic 
alliances between campuses; the technological enabling of faculty 
to enhance their ability to guide curricula; the technological 
support needed and how it should be organized; the role of CAPS; 
and the definition of the Educational Network of Maine - utility 
versus virtual campus.
“There is going to be a reevaluation of services offered centrally 
and at each campus - an analysis of what does and doesn’t make 
sense,” says Patton. “Utilization of new technology must be a 
grass roots effort. It won’t work if imposed from above. That’s 
why faculty input is crucial. While the activities and initiatives 
occurring statewide can have the potential to technologically 
enable faculty, what will make us national leaders is the imple­
mentation of a model of cooperation between faculty and adminis­
tration over control of the technology. We can also lead if we can 
implement a model of collaboration between System campuses 
that will allow us to replace what will become an increasing capa­
bility and temptation to compete with a symbiotic relationship 
that draws on the strengths of‘connected’ individuals across the 
System.”
In recent years, there have been efforts and resources devoted 
to making the University of Maine technologically relevant, says 
Albright. ‘We have faculty doing advanced work and the 
University playing a leadership role in information technology. 
The System has CAPS and the Education Network of Maine all 
trying to support faculty in teaching, research and outreach to 
achieve quality instruction. The efforts are effective but all some­
what independent of each other. As a result, there have been 
initiatives falling through the cracks, and there has been duplica­
tion. Now we’ve reached the point that there are not enough 
resources for those entities to continue to work independently. It 
is time for thoughtful discussion to coordinate efforts and to move 
forward with limited resources. We also need new monies and 
will have to go to the Legislature for new initiatives. To do that, 
we want to be sure we have a strong case and input from 
everyone as to where the priorities are and how we can build on 
them.”
The upcoming forums should be viewed as “real opportunities 
for the University and the System to move significantly and in 
concert to meet internal needs and to increase leadership 
throughout Maine - from state government to industry,” says 
UMaine Task Force member Edmund Sheppard, professor of 
electrical and computer engineering. “The University remains a 
major engine driving the state economy, but the question is how 
to get power to the people who need it - how to get expertise to 
the people who need it, just what are the linkages required and 
how and to what extent should they be managed?”
“People need to see this as a major transition,” says Sheppard. 
“It is not that changes are going to happen over night, but priori­
ties and access to resources will change. This is a time when 
people from other campuses, as well as members of the Task 
Force, have to understand what the University of Maine does and 
the leadership role we continue to play.” ▲
Non-traditional Student Women Scholarships, American Association of 
University Women Book Award and Thursday Club Non-traditional Woman 
Student Scholarship applications are available at the Commuter Office, 
Second Floor, Memorial Union. Application Deadline: Oct. 31.
UMaine Extramural Awards
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
Daniel Sandweiss of the Department of Anthropology and the Institute for 
Quaternary Studies has been awarded $19,000 by TIMEX Corp., for his 
research in Peru: “Archaeological Investigation of the Earliest Known 
Maritime Adaptations in South America.” Sandweiss will excavate and 
analyze the remains from the Quebrada Jaguay site on the south coast of 
Peru. Preliminary radiocarbon dates show this to be the oldest known shell 
midden in South America, and the research there is expected to shed light 
on the earliest use of marine resources by ancient Native Americans.
Brenda Power, associate professor of literacy education, has received a 
$15,000 grant from the Spencer Foundation to support development of a 
new section within each issue of Teacher Research: The Journal of 
Classroom Inquiry, published at the UMaine College of Education and 
edited by Power and Ruth Shagoury Hubbard of Lewis and Clark College. 
The new section, “Toolbox: Classroom Inquiry Strategies and Techniques,” 
will provide a forum to help teachers develop their research skills through 
articles about methodological issues written by teachers who are in the 
midst of their research and immersed in strategies. The goal is to show 
realistic examples of classroom research techniques and acknowledge the 
unique strengths teachers bring to the process of collecting and analyzing 
data.
With a $500 grant from the Maine Humanities Council, Stephen 
Whittington and Joan Klussmann of the Hudson Museum are conducting a 
project: Stories on Birchbark. Third and fourth grade students at the Indian 
Island School will have their drawings of birchbark etchings displayed at the 
Hudson Museum with photographs of the gathering of birchbark and the 
creation of the etchings. The drawings will be based on two Penobscot 
animal stories.
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Hartman Awards continued from page 2 
committee to gamer statewide nominations of Maine’s 
outstanding women. Over the years, the Maryann Hartman 
Award winners have come from different geographic locations in 
Maine and represent a diversity of fields. They are women whose 
careers span many different disciplines, including the arts, polit­
ical and social activism, science, athletics, education and public 
service.
The awards are presented annually by the Women in the 
Curriculum and Women Studies Program to honor women whose 
exemplary work is an inspiration for women and helps enhance 
the status of women at the University and in the larger Maine 
community. The awards were established in honor of Maryann 
Hartman, the late associate professor of speech communication 
who was an educator, feminist, scholar and humanist.
This year’s recipients are:
▼ Old Town native Judy Guay has devoted her life to commu­
nity service and economic justice. She served as one of the first 
women on the Bangor School Committee and as the first low- 
income housing representative. In 1981, Guay founded the Maine 
Association of Independent Neighborhoods (MAINE), and 
continues to serve as its president. She has been actively involved 
in fighting for economic equity and opportunity through groups 
like the People’s Organization Working for Economic Rights 
(POWER) and by lobbying for landlord/tenant anti-discrimination 
laws. In 1983, Guay was named Public Citizen of the Year by 
Maine’s chapter of the National Association of Social Work. She 
has spent more than 15 years working with Aid for Dependent 
Children (AFDC) in Maine. Guay is a member of the Pine Tree 
Legal Board and a steering committee member of the Coalition 
for Economic Justice.
▼ Patricia Riley has done much for New England’s elderly. The 
UMaine alumna was the first woman to serve as president of the 
University’s Student Government, 1972-73. Her long career as an 
advocate for the aging has included authorship of numerous 
publications concerning healthcare and work with many agencies 
for the elderly, including the Maine Committee for Aging and the 
America Bar Association’s Commission on Legal Problems of the 
Elderly. She served as director of the Bureau of Maine’s Elderly, 
and president of both the National Association of Ombudsmen/ 
Advocates for the Elderly, and the Maine Public Health 
Association. In 1981, she was a delegate to the White House 
Conference on Aging. Today she is a member of the National 
Institute of Health Advisory Panel on Alzheimer’s Disease, presi­
dent of the Center for Health Policy Development, and executive 
director of the National Academy for State Health Policy.
▼ Clarice Yentsch, a pioneer in the fields of biology and ocean 
science, is the founding director of the Flow Cytometry/Cell 
Sorting Facility at Bigelow Laboratories, where she has 
conducted research for 20 years. She has been an innovator of 
work in “red tides,” served on steering committees for NATO, and 
been involved in international red tides meetings. In addition to 
her work as a scientist, Yentsch also has been active in promoting 
the education and wellness of Maine youth, especially young 
women. She has developed several out-of-school programs for 
students K-12, such as the Bigelow Lab High School Young 
Scientist-in-Residence Program; SPARKS - Summer Program of 
Access to Research and Knowledge of Science for student-teacher- 
expert teams; and MERITS - Maine Research Internships for 
Teachers and Students. She is the author of The Woman 
Scientist: Meeting the Challenges for a Successful Career. ▲
Extension Director continued from page 2 
commitment,” says Judith Bailey, UMaine vice president for 
Academic Affairs and provost. “She was the clear choice of the 
committee after a national search.”
Bartel had been at the University of Vermont sincel982, 
serving as associate director of Extension beginning in 1989. 
While there, she conducted research on diet and nutrition, as 
well as the political feasibility of sustainable agriculture.
The UMaine Cooperative Extension is part of a nationwide 
system. It includes 75 faculty in all 16 counties who bring 
research-based knowledge to Maine citizens. Extension programs 
have helped citizens to solve a variety of problems from cleaning 
up water pollution to coping with teen pregnancy.
Information available in each county office provides advice on 
a wide range of topics such as how to manage woodlots, process 
foods safely and feed families on tight budgets. Extension’s 4-H 
program for youth opens opportunities to learn occupational 
skills and attend national and international events.
Bartel’s experience includes a Ph.D. from the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison in nutritional sciences where she focused on 
chemistry and food composition. At Vermont, she managed large 
federal grant programs and helped to establish the New England 
Consortium, a regional program to make more efficient use of 
Extension resources in the six New England states.
She was a project director for the Vermont State Nutrition 
Education and Training Program and a member of the Vermont 
State Cancer Coalition. In the latter capacity, she authored a 
report on reducing cancer risk.
She also assessed the capacity of the agricultural community 
in Vermont to survive and contribute to the economic and envi­
ronmental health of the state. ▲
UMAINE TODAY NEWS AVAILABLE
UMaine Today is a daily e-mail service of UMaine's Department of Public 
Affairs. Intended to provide an overview of UMaine and related news of 
the day, UMaine Today is available to interested members of the 
University community. To subscribe to the service, send an e-mail 
message to listserv@maine.maine.edu and in the body of the message, 
write: subscribe umtoday
Each day's message, which is sent at approximately 3:30 p.m., is also 
posted to the First Class BBS. For more information, or help in 
subscribing, call Joe Carr, Public Affairs news coordinator, x3571.
Oral Exams
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
“Effects of Chronic, Watershed-level Ammonium Sulfate Treatments 
on Forest Trees in Eastern Maine,” by Gregory White, candidate for 
Ph.D. in forest resources, noon, Oct. 22, 204 Nutting Hall.
“Postglacial Land and Lake Levels, Moosehead Lake, Maine,” 
by Gregory Balco, candidate for master’s degree in geological sciences, 
3 p.m., Oct 22, 326 Boardman Hail.
PUBLIC AFFAIRS/PRINTING SERVICES ANNUAL OPEN HOUSE 
Thursday, October 31,10:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m.
DOOR PRIZES
Tour the Department and Printing Services facilities, and learn more 
about the many services available to the University community. 
Copies will be available of the 1996-97 Printing Services 
academic-year calendars featuring Michael H. Lewis' 
There's Always a Red Tree, #8 (Orono, Maine). 
Michael H. Lewis will be available to sign calendars. 
Refreshments will be served.
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Maine Perspective classified ads are free 
to faculty, staff and students at the 
University of Maine. Ads must be type­
written and include a telephone number. 
They will be published one week only 
unless otherwise specified. Send ads to: 
Maine Perspective Classifieds, Public 
Affairs.
FOR SALE
AUTOMOBILE: 1992 Nissan Sentra GXE- 
4 dr., loaded (AC, CC, power windows etc) 
great car, only 49,000 miles, excellent 
condition. Book value is $8,550, asking 
$7,850. Call 866-7323.
AUTOMOBILE: 1994 Aqua Ford Probe, 
auto, loaded, excellent condition, low 
mileage, new tires, runs great. Call Greg, 
327-1405 after 5 p.m.
CLOTHES DRYER: $150. Excellent condi­
tion. Used very little. Extra large capacity. 
Autodry. Call 8664382
HOUSE: Lagrange, 7-year-old ranch 
w/daylight basement, 25 minutes from 
campus, 7+ acres of land, 2-car garage 
attached to home by breezeway. 2BRs, 
1 3/4 baths, sliding doors off DR to 
12X16 deck. Anderson windows, paved 
drive, quality features throughout. Owners 
handle sale. Asking $86K. Call 943-2684 
after 6 p.m.
PIANO: Franklin Henderson upright piano 
with stool. Made in Boston in 1853. Very 
good condition. Asking $400. Will deliver 
to purchaser. Call 394-4735 after 6 p.m
WOOD STOVE: Alpine, 30"x26"x22", 
excellent quality and condition. $300. 
Use as fireplace insert or stand alone. 
Perfect for your camp or home. Call 866- 
5548.
FOR RENT
APARTMENT: Charming Cape Cod, 
2BRs, study, LR, applianced kitchen, full 
bath. Carpeted except for kitchen and 
bathroom. Off Stillwater Ave. Clean, quiet, 
bright and sunny rooms with large 
closets. Large backyard and off-street 
parking. Heated, W/S, parking, plowing 
and mowing included. $495/month, refer­
ences and security. No pets. Non-smoker 
preferred. Mature professional student or 
couple. Call after 6 p.m., 941-6442.
APARTMENTS: Bradley. Large, well-main­
tained 1-BR apartments in quiet country 
setting approx. 7 miles to Old Town/ 
Orono. Rents start at $300/month plus 
utilities. Applicant must meet certain 
income guidelines. 30-day lease/security 
deposit. Call 827-7998 after 5 p.m.
HOUSE: Cape Cod located in quiet Orono 
neighborhood. 3 BRs, den, large LR with 
fireplace, open kitchen-dining area, over­
sized 2-car garage. Can be rented 
partially furnished if desired. 
$750/month. Prefer non-smoking profes­
sional couple or small family. Pets OK. 
Call 9738236 days, 827-7634 eves.
HOUSE: In Hancock, on ocean, with spec­
tacular view of Cadillac Mt. and the porcu­
pine islands. 3 BRs, 2 baths, furnished 
with modern decor, whirlpool tub, and all 
the amenities. A special home for 
responsible professionals. No smokers or 
pets. Available from now until mid-May. 
$550 plus utilities. Call 866-4070.
ROOM: Sunny room for rent in Bangor 
Victorian. Large house to be shared with 
UMaine professional. $275/month, 
includes utilities, laundry, garden and off- 
street parking. Near EMMC, on bus line 
to campus. Prefer graduate student or 
professional. Call 990-0336 evenings.
ROOM: Available Nov. 1. Orono. Lovely 
modern home in woods near busline. 
Share kitchen and laundry room. Off- 
street parking, storage area, pets 
allowed. Non-smokers only. $250/month 
plus utilities. Reduced rent in exchange 
for household chores. Call 8665548.
TRAILER: Two BR trailer w/large addition, 
enclosed porch, on private lot, with W/D, 
a partial basement, located in Bradford 
within convenient walking distance to 
convenience store and Pat’s Pizza (in 
Bradford), $350/month plus security 
deposit and references required. 25 
minutes from UMaine. Call 943-7751.
WANTED
HOUSE OR APARTMENT: Mature, 
responsible faculty couple with infant 
daughter and mature canine, on sabbat­
ical from the University of Kansas, seek a 
furnished 2 BR house or apartment for 
short-term, 6month lease (January- 
May/June). Access to laundry facilities 
preferred. Prefer location in greater 
Orono/Old Town area but will consider 
other locations within a 30-minute drive to 
campus. Excellent local references avail­
able. Call Jim or Liane, 9138328208, or 
e-mail JPAGE@KUHUB.CC.UKANS.EDU.
SERVICES
ALFOND ARENA: Clubs, dorms, sorori­
ties, fraternities—looking for something 
to do? Rent the Alfond Ice Arena. Try 
broomball, pick up hockey or have a 
skating party. Cost: broomball equip­
ment—$25; skate rental—$l/pair; ice 
rental—$15O/hour before 11 a.m.; 
$100/hour after 11 p.m.
ALGEBRA TUTOR: Student with spinal 
muscular atrophy seeks person with good 
knowledge of algebra to tutor her in her 
home twice per week. Duties include 
helping to explain concepts as well as 
write out assignments. Pay: $6/hour; 
more for graduate student. Contact: 
Bonnie , 990-3087.
HELP: Bangor. Part-time help needed. 
Contemporary gallery. References, experi­
ence in retail and/or the arts. Must have 
flexible schedule and must like retail. 
942-2866 or 942-9162. Ask for Susan.
Positions Available
▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲A
The qualifications within the listings below are greatly abbreviated. In 
order to assess your background relative to the job and to submit the most 
effective application, contact the hiring department for more complete 
information.
To appear in the Maine Perspective, advertisements must be submitted 
to the Office of Equal Opportunity, 318 Alumni Hall, no later than noon 
on Wednesday. Guidelines for filling professional positions are available 
by contacting the Office of Equal Opportunity, xl226. A Request to Fill 
form must be approved before posting in Maine Perspective.
Director, Counseling Center. Qualifications: Doctorate in clinical or counseling 
psychology. Demonstration of successful administrative experience in a 
college or university counseling center is required. Preference given to candi­
dates with substantial post-doctoral experience in counseling. Must be sensi­
tive to others, be able to relate effectively, and have strong leadership 
abilities. Must be a licensed psychologist and licensed in Maine within one 
academic year. Review of Applications: Will begin 12/16/96. Start Date: 
7/1/97. Contact: Please send letter of application, vita, and the names, 
addresses, and phone numbers of five references to: Dwight Rideout, 
Assistant Vice President, c/o Counseling Center, 5721 Cutler Health Center, 
Orono, ME 04469-5721.
The University of Maine does not discriminate on the basis of race, 
color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, national origin or citizenship status, 
age, disability or veteran status, and promotes affirmative action for 
women, minorities, persons with disabilities and veterans. Unless other­
wise specified, the jobs are full-time and the address for the application 
information is: the contact person listed, department, University of Maine, 
Orono, ME 04469.
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
The Employee Assistance Program (EAP) provides free, short-term coun­
seling and professional consultation services for all active and retired 
faculty and staff, and their immediate family members who have personal 
or work-related concerns. This confidential resource assists employees with 
a wide range of issues, such as:
Occupational or Personal Stress 
Burnout
Conflict Resolution
Anxiety Disorders, such as 
phobias and panic attacks
Depression
Marital and Family Issues
Divorce
Relationship Conflict 
(at work and personal)
Financial Concerns
Legal Referrals





When a referral is needed, links are made with carefully screened commu­
nity resources (therapists, psychiatrists, lawyers, physicians, financial 
consultants, etc.) Confidentiality is the most critical component of the EAP. 
All contacts are strictly confidential. No information, including participation 
in the EAP, is disclosed without written authorization from the client. The 
office is open Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m., including noontime. 
Accommodations for appointments can be made. Call x4014 for a confi­




Audrey Acton, Program Coordinator: Foreign Student Advisor, International 
Programs, Winslow Hall.
Mary Addison, Box Office Assistant, Maine Center for the Arts.
Dale Babcock, HVAC Technician, Facilities Management, HVAC Shop.
Beth-Ann Buitekant, Psychological Intern, Counseling Center, Psychological 
Services, Culter Health Center.
Carl Carr, Laborer, Facilities Management, Service Building.
Carol Commeau, Food Server, Wells Conference Center.
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Roger Castle continued from page 8
Hill. Among the 28 courses offered in electrical engineering in 
1920-21 were Engineering Economics, Radio Engineering 
(Wireless Telegraphy renamed) and Ignition and Starting 
Systems - the study of the principles of ignition and starting 
systems “as used in the late types of automobiles.” He liked his 
classes, he says, except for one called Strength of Materials, and 
that was because he had to take the course twice.
Castle graduated from the University in 1921 and started 
work for AT&T in New York City. Soon after, it was at a UMaine 
basketball game and dance that a Bowdoin track rival intro­
duced Castle to the man’s sister, Virginia Averill, Class of‘23, 
the woman to whom he would be married for more than a half- 
century.
“She was the most popular girl on the campus,” says Castle of 
his wife, who passed away in 1985. “That night she came with 
some other guy, but I took her home.”
Castle worked for AT&T for five years, then had a career with 
New York Telephone, an arm of AT&T, that spanned more than 
35 years. When he started with the company, which took in all 
of New York and New Jersey at the time, there were no dial 
telephones in the Big Apple (or anywhere else, for that matter); 
by the end of his career, “operators were dialing all toll calls.” 
Before retiring his post as general toll supervisor of New York 
Telephone Co., in Albany in 1961, Castle purchased his home on 
the Bristol Road in Damariscotta, a cape known as Blue Blinds, 
circa 1790.
When the Castles returned to Maine, the University was their 
destination at least once a month. They had maintained ties 
with the University in numerous ways while living in New York, 
including Castle serving as president of the Northeastern New 
York Alumni Association in Schenectady, and their donations to 
major capital improvements on campus like construction of 
Memorial Gym in 1933 and Fogler Library in 1942.
In recognition of his dedication to the institution, the Alumni 
Association awarded Castle a Block M Award in 1966, a Black 
Bear Award in 1970 and a Pine Tree Emblem Service Award in 
1980.
All of the involvement and gifts by Roger and Virginia Castle 
through the years have been from the heart, reflecting their 
personal interests in improving their alma mater and echoing 
their experiences at UMaine. As a result of their caring vigi­
lance and support, they have helped shape the University and 
will forever be part of its heritage.
“Together, they were a remarkable couple who truly loved the 
University of Maine,” says Dysart. “Their life and their love for 
the University was a shared partnership between them. As 
soul-mates, they shared everything in their fives, including 
loyalties to the University that were seen in the way they 
reached out to students through scholarships and funding of 
programs. Their values were based on the things they shared.”
The Roger and Virginia Castle Distinguished Professorship in 
Electrical Engineering, an endowed professorship, was estab­
lished in 1989 and is held by Fred Irons. Also supported by the 
endowment is a Castle Student, a rising junior selected every 
year for his or her scholastic achievement and overall perfor­
mance, interest, and promise as a loyal UMaine graduate. The 
award assures the recipient of a personal mentor in the depart­
ment until graduation, and provides funding for personal 
projects and electronic equipment. This year Cory Voisine of 
Lincoln has been named the seventh Castle Student.
“I like the students to have something besides all studies in 
their lives because I didn’t (have just my studies but involve­
ment in many facets of the University),” says Castle. “It has to 
do with the broader aspect — what this world is all about.”
Castle has succeeded in establishing an esprit de corps as a 
result of the endowment for electrical engineering, says Irons. 
“He has passed on some of his feelings and loyalty to the 
University through these Castle students,” he says. “When they 
meet him, they can’t help admiring him and what he has accom­
plished in his career. And he keeps track of them and their 
careers. Tb these students, he passes on his care for the 
University. The Castle students are chosen, in part, for their 
potential for likewise being that way.”
An ever-present guardian angel of athletics, particularly the 
sport that was his life-long passion, Castle established the 
Roger Castle Track Fund, and the Edmund Styrna Coachship in 
Track. He also was one of three sponsors of the Gold M Award, 
which is presented annually to an outstanding graduating 
senior in track and field. In addition, for six years, Castle served 
on the University’s Athletic Advisory Board.
Made possible by the Castles was the Memorial Flagpole on 
Alumni Field in the name of the Class of‘21 in 1974, and the 
five-foot clocks on the northeast comer of the Field House, one 
in the name of the Class of‘23 and the other in memory of 
Virginia Averill.
At the time the clocks were donated in 1977, Castle noted 
that there was a very functional reason for their installation. 
“When I officiated at track meets, people would ask me what 
time it was,” says Castle. “I didn’t wear a watch. I thought the 
comer of the building was a good place for a clock. I wanted it to 
be large enough so that old folks could see it from the grand­
stands.”
Through the Alumni Association, the Golden M Award also 
was established to annually honor a member of the 50th 
reunion class who has demonstrated outstanding loyalty and 
has been instrumental in cementing loyalty among class 
members. The award was established as a tribute to Emily 
Kritter, secretary of the Class of‘21 for 60 years.
In addition, Castle has donated to the Association invaluable, 
historical pieces of University memorabilia, including a collec­
tion of posters spanning 1910-25. The posters, created each year 
by the Sophomore Owls (to which Castle belonged), listed the 
“rules of behavior” necessary for incoming students to survive 
their first year at UMaine. The poster collection, and the 
couple’s many other contributions to the Association, are in 
keeping with their understanding of the importance of 
preserving some of the traditions, says Dysart.
In reflecting back on his devotion to the University, Castle 
says that it has to do with believing in the importance of educa­
tion. “Investing in education is some of the most important 
investing today,” he says. “The University of Maine is the best 
place in the country to go, a place where the education is excel­
lent and the professors all good.” ▲
DEADLINE FOR WITHDRAWING FROM THE UNIVERSITY
Deadline for withdrawing from the University at the end of the second 
third of the semester is Thursday, Nov. 7 at 4:30 p.m. Students who are 
considering withdrawal from the University should report to Dwight 
Rideout, dean of Student Services, Memorial Union for information about 
the correct procedure. Before making a final decision, however, students 
are urged to explore all possible options which might help them to 
complete the semester.
Withdrawals from the University during the second third of a semester 
of classes will result in having courses listed for the current semester at 
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Health Effects Institute, supporting 
research on the health effects of 
emissions from motor vehicles and 
other sources, seeks proposals for 
studies of Mechanisms of Particle 
Toxicity: Fate and Bioreactivity of 
Particle-Associated Compounds. 
Letters of intent are due Oct. 30; 
applications, Dec. 17.
National Science Foundation's 
Environmental Geochemistry and 
Biogeochemistry Program invites 
applications for research on chem­
ical processes that determine the 
behavior and distribution of mate­
rials in soils, ground and surface 
waters, coastal marine and estu­
arine areas, and portions of the 
troposphere in contact with these 
environments. Deadline: Jan. 7.
Procter & Gamble Company's 
University Exploratory Research 
Program supports research that 
aims to provide radically new 
knowledge in selected areas of 
biology, chemistry, chemical 
engineering, and process tech­
nology, but is too speculative to be 
easily funded in other programs. 
Awards provide up to $50,000 per 
year for three years. Deadline: 
Jan. 15.
Graham Foundation makes modest 
grants in aid of activities focused on 
architecture and the built environ-
What’s Ahead,
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA.A
RECEPTION FOR EXHIBIT 
VINCENT HARTGEN: 
PAINTINGS AND DRAWINGS 
October 30, Portland Centre
ANNUAL PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
AND PRINTING SERVICES 
OPEN HOUSE
October 31
1ST ANNUAL APPALACHIAN 
TRAIL THRU-HIKER SEMINAR 
November2
ment, including research and 
advanced study, publications, exhibi­
tions, and curriculum development. 
Deadline: Jan. 15.
U.S. Information Agency's 
University Affiliations Program 
provides start-up support for new 
partnerships between US and 
foreign universities in specified 
countries, disciplines, and themes. 
Partner institutions exchange faculty 
and staff for teaching, lecturing, 
faculty and curriculum development, 
collaborative research, and 
outreach. Deadline: Jan. 17.
National Association of
Broadcasters makes grants of up to 
$5,000 for projects of university 
research on economic, business, 
social, or policy issues important to 
the U.S. commercial broadcast 
industry. Deadline: Jan. 31.
U.S. Arms Control and 
Disarmament Agency appoints 
William C. Foster Fellows as visiting 
scholars in the physical sciences, 
engineering, international relations, 
economics, chemistry, biology, math­
ematics, and computer science. 
Deadline: Jan. 31.
For more information, call Research 
& Sponsored Programs, X1476.
Cultural Affairs Committee 
Deadline for Proposals
The deadlines to submit 
proposals to the Cultural 
Affairs/Distinguished Lectures 
Series Committee are the last 
Fridays in November and March. 
Proposal guidelines and applica­
tions are available by contacting 
the President’s Office, X1516.
University of Maine
Maine Perspective 
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UNIVERSITY OF MAINE - UNIVERSITY OF NEW BRUNSWICK 
EXCHANGE PROGRAM
We are now in year two of the fourth 3-year exchange program established 
between the University of Maine and the University of New Brunswick. 
Funds are available to support UMaine faculty, professionals and students 
in collaborative research, seminars, symposia and cooperative instruction 
with their UNB counterparts. Faculty and professional employees are 
invited to submit proposals for funding in academic year 1996-97. For an 
application form, contact Amy Morin, 581-4220. For further information and 
submission of proposals, contact Raymond Pelletier, Canadian-American 
Center, University of Maine, 581-4226.
IACUC APPLICATIONS AND MEETINGS
The Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) reminds investi- 
gators/instructors that no research, teaching, or testing activities using live 
vertebrate animals shall be initiated until the IACUC has approved a 
protocol for such use. Listed below are the due dates for receipt of applica­
tions and the actual meeting dates for the fall semester. Protocol review 
forms and copies of the University’s Policy and Procedures for the Humane 
Care and Use of Animals are available from Gayle Anderson, Office of 
Research and Sponsored Programs, 424 Corbett Hall, X1498.
Applications Due IACUC Meeting Dates
November 6 November 20
December 2 December 16
ANDREW W. MELLON FELLOWSHIPS IN HUMANISTIC STUDIES
Eighty Mellon Fellowships will be awarded to promising students in human­
istic studies who will begin their Ph.D. programs in the fall of 1997. Eligible 
fields include American Studies, Art History, Classics, Comparative 
Literature, Cultural Anthropology, English Literature, Foreign Languages and 
Literature, History, History and Philosophy of Science, Musicology, 
Philosophy, Political Philosophy, and Religion. The stipend for this one-year 
program will be $13,750 plus tuition and required fees. Eligible students, 
either seniors or recent graduates who have not yet begun graduate 
studies, must request applications by Dec. 9, and must submit completed 
applications by Dec. 31. Candidates must take the Graduate Record 
Examination General Test by Dec. 7. For brochures and additional informa­
tion, contact Doug Allen, professor of philosophy and university representa­
tive for the Mellon Fellowships in Humanistic Studies, Department of 
Philosophy, The Maples, 581-3860.
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